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SUMMARY

The long and short term behavior of light water reactor stain-

less steel clad fuel has been investigated in order to establish more

adequate or applicable operation/design criteria. The performance

record of stainless steel clad fuel used in both the Connecticut

Yankee and San Onofre 1 power stations has remained essentially un-

marred until the recent past. While the San Onofre 1 plant has main-

tained this record, the Connecticut Yankee station has experienced a

number of fuel element failures since 1977. Consequently, emphasis

has been placed on cladding behavior for anomalous operation experi-

enced by the Connecticut Yankee reactor prior to its first observed

coolant activity increase.

In order to predict cladding behavior, a fuel performance code

(STRESS) has been developed with the capabilities of analyzing long

term cladding creepdown behavior, cladding conditioning, and behavior

during up-power ramping and power maneuvers. The effects of varied

fill gas pressure and cladding creep rate on the stress/deformation

behavior of stainless steel cladding for these performance areas have

been investigated. Similar calculations are also performed for

Zircaloy clad fuel so that a comparison can be made between these

materials. Code limitations are discussed and some methods which

compensate for insufficient modeling are reviewed.

Fuel element design and reactor operation recommendations are

made for Connecticut Yankee (and San Onofre 1) stainless steel clad

fuel. These include fill gas pressurization level, up-power ramp

rate limitations, and possible cladding material preference. These
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recommendations are based on the results of the STRESS code and the

trends which may be inferred from them.



1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Objective

Proper reactor operation and design guidelines are necessary to

assure fuel integrity. The occurrence of fuel rod failures for

operation in compliance with existing guidelines suggests the need for

more adequate or applicable operation/design criteria. The intent of

this study is to develop such criteria for light water reactor fuel

rods with stainless steel clad and to indicate the nature of uncer-

tainties in its development. The performance areas investigated

herein are:

- long term creepdown and fuel swelling effects on
clad dimensional changes and on proximity to clad
failure; and

- short term clad failure possibilities during up-
power ramps.

1.2 Observed Behavior

The performance record of stainless steel clad fuel used in both

Connecticut Yankee and San Onofre 1 reactors has remained essentially

unmarred until the recent past. While the San Onofre 1 plant has

maintained this record, Connecticut Yankee has experienced a number of

fuel element failures since 1977. The only notable difference between

element designs for these reactors is the fill gas pressurization level

(recent San Onofre 1 rods have been pressurized).

An overview of operational history and observed coolant activity

for Connecticut Yankee suggests a correlation between operating events

(less than full power) and increased activity. Sipping results and

visual examinations (Ref. 1) indicate that most failures are unique to

one batch (batch 8: 36 out of 48 assemblies were identiTied as leakers).

It has been estimated that approximately 1% of the fuel elements in this

batch had failed (Ref. 2).



Similar non-full power operation has occurred since the removal
*

of batch 8. However, return to full power was t a reduced rate as

recommended by BNFL (Ref. 2). It is not known if any fuel element

failures resulted from this maneuver.

1.3 Approach

In order to develop design/operation criteria, a somewhat com-

prehensive picture of the behavior of stainless steel clad fuel elements

under operation characteristic Of Connecticut Yankee must be established.

This entails the development of computational methods which attempt to

simulate rod behavior. It should be mentioned that even the most de-

tailed (also benchmarked and calibrated) state of the art fuel per-

formance modeling codes often lack the deterministic capabilities in-

tended in their design. It is in this light that the approach also

includes a comparative study.

The following outlines the steps used to classify the behavior

of stainless steel. They are

- to perform rough calculations (and subsequent detailed
calculations) which determine the approximate burnup
for initial Pellet-Cladding Mechanical Interaction (PCMI)
due to long term cladding creepdown;

- to investigate the concept of cladding conditioning
and deconditioning;

- to model various short term up power ramps and
operating events coincident with increased coolant
activity levels; and

- to compare results with similar calculations done for
rods of different design/material.

This operation occurred in 1979. At that time, about 160 rods with
identical fabrication as batch 8 were still in the core.

There is a present estimate of 2-6 failed rods; correlation with this
maneuver has not been established.
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The above procedure is also repeated for variations in cladding creep

rate, necessitated by the lack of benchmarking data and more detailed

modeling of PCMI.



2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Observed Fuel Performance

Information on performance of the Connecticut Yankee fuel (all

with stainless steel - type 304 cladding) has been obtained from dis-

cussions with Northeast Utilities personnel and from detailed

records (Ref. 3 ). Coolant activity levels have remained at low values

(indicative of few, if any, fuel element failures) until 1977.

The average specific degassed activity values for Connecticut

Yankee from 1975 to mid-1978 are shown in Fig. 2-1. Cycle refueling

periods between cycles V through VIII are also indicated. Significant

activity increases (above an earlier level averaging about 0.4 pc/mk)

are observed in:

- the latter part of cycle VII,September 1977
(average degassed activity value = 0.75 pc/mk);

- cycle VIII, December 1977 (1.75 pc/mk); and

- cycle VIII, April 1978 (2.23 pc/mz).

Operational events and conditions just prior to these increases are

given special scrutiny and initially serve as a base for the selection

of specific fuel assemblies for detailed analysis.

2.2 Representative Fuel Power Histories

The largest increase in coolant activity occurred in April 1978,

as noted in Section 2.1. A representative fuel assembly was selected

from each batch of fuel in the Connecticut Yankee core at that time.

Selection was based on the fuel assemblies having the highest nuclear

N *
heat flux hot channel factor (F ) in March 1978.

*
More detailed information and preliminary calculations suggested the
inclusion of the batch 8 assembly having the highest F value just
prior to the first observed activity increase. This a~ sembly (denoted
8-H22) has been selected for further analysis rather than assembly
8-H16 which has a higher F value in March 1978.
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The channel factors and relative assembly power values were sup-

plied (Ref. 4 ) from the results of 100% full power core flux maps

analyzed with the INCORE code and are plotted in Fig. 2-2 as a function

of core equivalent full power days. For example, consider the set of

curves labeled 8-H22. These apply to assembly H22 in fuel batch 8.

This assembly is shown to be present in the core during cycles VI, VII,

and VIII. The assembly average depletion (MWD/kgU) is given as 6.5,

21.4, and 30.9 at the end of each of the three cycles. The peak values

of F N are 1.37, 1.74, and 1.36 at the beginning of cycles VI, VII, and
Q

VIII, respectively.

2.3 Operational Information

Unusual operation, particularly at times just prior to activity

increases, may be related to the observed fuel rod failures. Review

of the daily average reactor thermal output data from July 1974 to

November 1978 indicates several possibly significant periods of non-

full power operation (Ref. 3 ). Special attention has been given to

events just prior to the above mentioned coolant activity increases.

The following list, which also includes refueling dates, summarizes

these events. In chronological order they are for 1975:

- Cycle V-VI refueling, mid-May to July 1;

for 1976:

- Cycle VI-VII refueling, mid-May to Mid-July;

Cycle VIII data is only complete through November 1978.

An alternate explanation is that the fuel has failed earlier and that
power changes cause increased release.
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for 1977:

- Cycle VII, operation at approximately 1170 MW(th) from
August 9 to 15 followed by operation at approximately
1285 MW(th) to August 20 (note that full power operation
is 1825 MW(th);

- Cycle VII-VIII refueling, October 15 to December 1; and

- Cycle VIII, numerous power changes in the period
December 10 to 30;

for 1978:

- Cycle VIII, operation at approximately 1200 MW(th) from
March 23 to 30 for replacement of reactor coolant pump
seals (3 loop operation); and

- Cycle VIII, 5 subsequent power changes ranging from 760
to 1825 MW(th) during the period April 29 to May 4.

Many full to zero power changes have been omitted from this list.

Detailed power ramp information on these (and the above listed) oc-

currences may indicate some that should be included. The four non-

refueling events are indicated by numerals in Fig. 2-2.

2.4 Interpretation

In order to establish a plausible cause for fuel element failure,

careful consideration of both operational information and coolant activity

levels must be made. As stated in Section 2.3, the near coincidence of
*

operation eventS/activity increase does not confirm a cause/effect

relation between a given maneuver and fuel element failure. Fuel which

has previously failed could exhibit increased release during power

changes. A key therefore to the cause/effect relation is the judgment

of whether previous failure (during steady operation) had occurred.

Power changes followed by coolant activity increases.



If batch 8 satisfies an "all things equal" batch fabrication

assumption, then steady state failure is not expected (few or no

failures occurred with seven previous batches and roughly equivalent

steady state operating conditions). If batch 8 is not sufficiently

similar to previous batches, then no conclusion regarding causes from

steady operation versus low power/ramp operation car be made. In the

remainder of this study, the work is directed toward occurrences during

power ramps after low power operation. The possibility of alternate

explanations as indicated in this section should be noted, however.



3. METHODS FOR STRESS/DEFORMATION CALCULATIONS

This chapter is specifically dedicated to the computational

procedures used in the STRESS code (a listing is provided in Appendix

D). Its development was based on an axisymmetric fuel/cladding model

in which the fuel remains intact (uncracked). Local effects of pellet-

cladding mechanical interaction (PCMI), such as stress concentrations

due to fuel pellet hourglassing, have not been considered. An outline

and discussion of the more detailed models and computational methods

used in the STRESS code are now presented.

3.1 Outline of Computer Code

The STRESS code capabilities are both versatile and two-fold.

Its structure may be viewed as two separate main routines utilizing

identical subroutines. Depending on the choice of input variables,

the STRESS code predicts

- long term cladding creepdown/fuel swelling from
BOL to fuel/cladding contact; or

- fuel/cladding behavior for rod conditioning at a
prescribed burnup and subsequent power maneuvers.

The analysis is performed for a particular assembly, the historical

data for which is provided internally as block data. Either stainless

steel or Zircaloy may be investigated for a given (semi-tunable)

creep acceleration factor. Variations in rod prepressurization level

or any other mechanical design data change must be edited. A simpli-

fied flow diagram is provided in Fig. 3-1.

*This is not input data but is a part of the code as is block data.
This is not input data but is a part of the code as is block data.
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The output is designed to extract a wealth of pertinent thermal

and mechanical data characterizing the state of the fuel element at

various time intervals. Its structure and interpretation is discussed

in Appendix D. The input format and procedure is also presented therein.

3.2 Element Power Characteristics

3.2.1 Linear Heat Generation Rate Calculations

The linear heat generation rate (LHGR) at a particular location along

a rod may be simply calculated as

q' = q' FQ(B) ;

where

q' = local LHGR (kW/m);

q' = core average LHGR (kW/m); and

F N(B) = nuclear heat flux hot channel factor at a given
core burnup, B.

In the Connecticut Yankee case, the monthly FN values predicted for a

given assembly by the INCORE code correspond to different rods and

locations within that assembly. The STRESS code LHGR calculation

assumes that these values are for a single rod and location, typifying

"worst" conditions.

In order to avoid voluminous data entry, only beginning of cycle
N

(BOC), end of cycle (EOC), and two in-cycle F values are used (a set

of 4 for each of 3 cycles experienced by a given assembly). These

values are entered as block data with their corresponding core burnup

values. The F N value at any core burnup value may now be approximated
Qby linear interpolation.

by linear interpolation.



A similar representation using 4 in-cycle points (6 total per cycle)

is employed for Zircaloy. The hot rod data for this case was obtained

from Maine Yankee (Ref. 5 ).

Figure 3-2 shows the linear representation used in F (and also

relative assembly power) calculations for Connecticut Yankee. Thus,

F (B) = - (F (B -B ) + (F )
Bi,j+l - Bi , j  ij i,j

where

B = some cumulative core burnup between B i j and
Bi,j+l (MWD/kgU);

i = assembly cycle value (1, 2, or 3); and

I - 3 for Connecticut Yankee

1 - 5 for Maine Yankee.

It should be noted that all burnup values used in this code are cumu-

lative (see the following section).

3.2.2 Local and Average Assembly Burnup Calculations

Local (or maximum) and average rod burnup calculations are per-

N *
formed using the representations for F and relative assemble power

Q
as shown in Fig. 3-2. Integration of these linear approximations

yields

Indicative of relative rod power.
Indicative of relative rod power.
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i k+y
BLR Ym,n +Ym,n-1 [BLR -= nm'nI [Bm - Bm ]

2 m,n m,n-1
m=l n=2

+ 1 Yi,j+l i,) [B - B ]2
2 Bi,j+l - B 1J

+ Yi,j [B - Bi, j ]

where

BLR = local or average rod cumulative burnup (MWD/kgU);

Y = nuclear heat flux hot channelRfactor, FN, for BL
relative assembly power for B ;

B = some cumulative core burnup between Bi, and
Bij+1 (MWD/kgU);

i = assembly cycle value (1, 2, or 3);

I - 3 for Connecticut Yankee;
1 - 5 for Maine Yankee; and

k = 4 for m < i.

j for m = i.

It should be noted that the phrase "cumulative burnup" means the

burnup experienced in the present cycle (either core, local, or

average for cycle i) plus any previous cycle burnup values. For

instance, the cumulative core burnup for an assembly in its second

cycle is the core burnup at that time for that cycle plus the core

burnup at the end of its first cycle.
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3.2.3 Fast Flux and Fluence Calculations

The fast flux model consists of a piece-wise linear approxima-

tion to data supplied by Northeast Utility Service Company (Ref. 6 ). These

values were converted from neutron flux energies greater than 1.85 eV to 0.1

MeV using a 0.543 conversion factor. Fast fluence calculations are performed

in a similar fashion to burnup calculations presented in the previous sec-

tion. The only major differences are that flux values are entered along

with core EFPD rather than burnup and cycles are divided into 2 rather

than 3 sections.

Figure 3-3 shows the fast flux representation and calculated

fluence values for typical converted flux data. It should be men-

tioned that these converted values are used directly in the creep

equations for both materials (Section A.6) regardless of the

flux energy restrictions placed therein. This would tend to enhance

creep rates.

3.3 Cladding Representation

Both stainless steel (type 304) and Zircaloy cladding are

modeled using a single element representation. Stress, strain, and

deflection calculations are based on original cold beginning of life (BOL)

dimensions and any Zircaloy anisotropy effects have been neglected. The

model does not compensate for the interactive pellet/clad axial force

(i.e., no pellet/clad friction). Details of the representation follow.

3.3.1 Single Element Model for Cladding

Advancement of computer technology has permitted the development of

finite element or finite difference methods which

This representation is for Connecticut Yankee assembly 8-H22. Unavailable
flux data for cycle 6 (the first cycle shown) was taken from cycle 8 data.
This same representation is used in the Zircaloy case.



very much simplify an otherwise complex analytic thick shell problem.

In this study, it has been decided to represent the cladding as a

single element or ring (Ref. 7). This approach provides a more realistic

analysis than a thin shell model and is considered sufficiently accurate

such that multiple elements are not necessary.

The single element component strains are related to the cladding

inside and outside deflections by

Sr

where

where

ub

ua

= mmE = total radial strain component (mm);r mm mm

E = total tangential strain component ( m);
e mm

u = cladding inside surface deflection (mm);a
ub= cladding outside surface deflection (mm);

a = BOL cladding inside radius (mm); and

b = BOL cladding outside radius (mm).

Alternatively, the element deflections may be expressed in terms of

element strain components as

Since the axial strain component does not enter calculations, it is
not included.

1 -1
-1 b-a

1 1
b+a b+a



Ua

ub

e

Er

The force/stress connection is derived using the principle of

virtual work so that on an energy basis the forces will be consistent

with deflections. The work per unit axial length due to the product

of forces acting on the element and virtual displacements is balanced

by the element strain energy. This requirement yields

-1 1
a (b-a) (b+a) r

F T 2_a b 2  '1 1T 0b (b2-a2) (b-a) (b+a) e

Fz  0 0 1 z

where

Fa = inside cladding force per unit length;

Fb = outside cladding force per unit length;

Fz = axial force acting on the element cross section;

ar = radial stress component (MPa);

ae = tangential stress component (MPa); and

oz = axial stress component (MPa).

The element forces can be expressed in terms of the internal and ex-

ternal rod pressures. Internal rod pressure is due to the combination

of gas and contact pressures. Thus,

(b+a) -(b-a)
2 2'

(b+a) (b-a)
2 2



where

Fa

Fb

P

P
c

P = hot internal rod gas pressure (MPa);

P = fuel/cladding contact pressure (MPa); and

PB = bulk coolant pressure (MPa).

The final step is to relate the component stresses to the

pressures by equating the above expressions for element forces. The

result is

-a -a -b
r (b+a) (b+a) (b+a) g

a a -b
o (b-a) (b-a) (b-a) c

2 2
a -b

(b2-a2 (b2-a2 )

It should be noted that the above forms for axial force and stress do

not consider pellet-clad interaction. As mentioned previously, the

model assumes that a pellet in contact with the cladding will "slide"

in the event of differential axial fuel/cladding thermal expansion or

deformation. Also, the hot internal rod pressure is held constant over

life at an estimated value of twice the BOL fill gas pressure.

2a 2a 0

0 0 -2b

a2 0 -b2



3.3.2 Cladding Creep Flow Rules

Uniaxial creep strain results are generalized to multiaxial

stress states using flow rules developed by Levy and von Mises

(Ref. 8 ). The model assumes that creep deformation occurs under con-

stant volume and that strain rate is not affected by hydrostatic

stress components. The relations presented below a e, in a strict

sense, only applicable to axisymmetric materials. However, since

anisotropic effects are ignored, they are adequate for both stainless

steel and Zircaloy. The component creep strains, expressed in in-

cremental form, are

AcA r A E

2a
e v

angAnd

and

where

r

z

a _1 [(re )2 + (a -a )2 + ( -a )2 1/2g r z zr

E = radial creep strain (m);r mm

E = tangential creep strain (-mm);0 mm

E:g= generalized creep strain (mm);g mm
ag = generalized stress (MPa); and

Ur' a0 , 0z = radial, tangential, and axial stresses (MPa).

2 -1 -I

-1 2 -I



The increment of generalized strain is calculated during the

solution for total component creep strains using

Aeg = gAt

where

g = generalized creep strain rate (given in Section A.6); and

t = time (in consistent units).

The numerical techniques used to solve the differential creep strain

rates are presented in Section 3.6.2.

3.3.3 Cladding Elastic Strain Calculations

The cladding elastic strain calculations are based on Hooke's

Law for linear elastic materials. The model does not compensate for

any directional dependence of elastic modulus or Poisson ratio. The

familiar relations for component elastic strain are

etr

e
e,

where

e P
er,eo

Or,

E

V

1
E

= radial and tangential strain components ();
mm

= radial and tangential stress (MPa);

= cladding modulus of elasticity (MPa); and

= cladding Poisson ratio.

1 -v -v

-v1-

0

Z



The temperature dependence of elastic modulus and Poisson ratio for

both stainless steel and Zircaloy are given in Sections A.3 and A.4,

respectively. Since the cladding temperature varies across the ele-

ment, the elastic modulus corresponds to a volume averaged quantity

and Poisson's ratio is evaluated at the cladding average temperature.

The averaging process is analogous to that performed for thermal

strain which is presented in the following section.

Repetitious calculations may be avoided by relating the elastic

strains to the pressures acting on the element. Since the bulk coolant

and internal gas pressures are constant, the elastic response due to

them does not have to be re-evaluated every time the pellet/clad

contact pressure varies. Thus,

e9
Er

1

2 2
e (b -a )E

eso

where all symbols are previously defined.

3.3.4 Temperature Profile and Thermal Strain Calculations

The cladding temperature profile solution begins with the one-

dimensional heat flow equation which may be written in cylindrical

coordinates as

dT
q' = -27rk dT

c dr

a2 (1-2v)-ab(l+v) a2 (l-v)-ab(l+v) -b2(1-2v)+ab(l+v)

a2(l-2-v)+ab(l+v) a2(l-v)+ab(l+v) -b2(l-2v)-ab(l+v)

P

P4



where

q' = linear heat generation rate;

kc = cladding thermal conductivity; and

T = cladding temperature;

all in consistent units. Any internal heat deposition is neglected.

Rearranging and integrating yields

T
S dT =  r n b
c 2,f

o

where

To = outside cladding temperature;

T = cladding temperature at radius r; and

b = BOL outside cladding radius.

Since the form of cladding thermal conductivity for stainless steel

and Zircaloy differ (see Appendix A.1), two separate solution pro-

cedures are used.

The thermal conductivity for SS304 has the form

kc = C + C T + C2 T2 + C3 T3

where the constants are defined in Section A.l. Integrating over

temperature yields a quartic equation which can be iteratively solved.

By making the substitution

T = T0 + AT



the amount of calculations performed in the iterative loop may be

reduced. The final form is

alAT + a2 (AT) 2 + a3(AT) 3 + a4(AT)4 b 2n b
1 342Tr r

where

2 3a = Co + CIT + C2T + C3T 3

_ 1  3 2
2a 2- 2 + C 2To 0 +  3 To0
C2

a - + C3T ;and

C3
4 4

The iterative solution uses the bi-section convergence method dis-

cussed in Section 3.6.1 and the calculated temperature is accurate

to ± O.001 0C.

The temperature profile solution for the Zircaloy case was

taken from Ref. 9, using the same form for thermal conductivity as

given in Section A.l. In this case, the temperature is solved ex-

plicitly as

T = -l.015x10 5 {1.3959x10 -2 - [1.9485x10 -4

+ 1.9704x10 -5 (l.3959xlO-2T + 4.9261xlO- 6 T2

0 0

+ r n(b))]1 / 2



where

T = cladding temperature at radius r (C);

T = outside cladding temperature (oC); and

q' = LHGR (kW/m).

Having a method of calculating cladding temperatures allows the

computation of various volume averaged, temperature dependent (there-

fore radius dependent) quantities. The following outlines the method

of solution for averaging cladding thermal strain, however, the tech-

nique is directly applicable for averaging cladding temperature and

elastic modulus by replacing the argument. This calculation, as all

previous ones, uses beginning of life (BOL) cold cladding dimensions.

The form is

b
7 2 T r dr
c b2_a 2  c

a

where
T
ec = average cladding thermal strain;C

T
FT = cladding thermal strain at radius r;
c

and a,b are the cold BOL inner and outer radii. The thermal strain

expressions for either material are found in Section A.2. Integra-

tion is performed using Simpson's one-third rule over 30 equispaced

radial intervals.

3.4 Pellet Representation

The fuel pellet is represented as a solid cylinder with the

densification and swelling characteristics discussed in Section A.11.
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It is assumed that pellet-cladding mechanical interaction (PCMI) has no

effect on pellet swelling (i.e., ignores restrained swelling or creep

deformation effects) and, as stated in Section 3.3, does not impose an

axial friction force condition at the pellet/clad interface. The only

forces acting on the pellet are due to the hydrostatic gas pressure and

the normal contact pressure force at the pellet surface (if PCMI exists).

The pellet stress state may be represented as

I r

a0

az

-1 -I

-1 -I

-1 0

P
g

Pc

ar,e,z

Pg

Pc

Unlike

beginning of

densified or

of maneuvers

= radial, tangential, and axial stresses (MPa);

= hot internal rod gas pressure (MPa); and

= fuel/cladding contact pressure (MPa).

the cladding calculations, the fuel does not use cold

life (BOL) dimensions. Depending on the burnup, the

swelled cold radius at the beginning of a ramp or set

is used. This radius may be calculated using

RF = RF do )1/3
d

where



where

RF = densified or swelled cold fuel radius (mm);

RF = BOL cold fuel radius (mm);

do = BOL cold fuel density (%TD); and

d = fuel density at a prescribed burnup (%TD).

The representation used for fuel density at a given local burnup is

given in Section A.11. With this definition of fuel radius, the

radial deflection of the fuel surface is calculated as

UF RF e T + v

where

uF = deflection of the fuel surface (mm);

eC = fuel tangential elastic strain component (m);
S mm

CF = fuel average thermal strain (m); and

Ev = fuel volume strain with respect to a referencem
v volume strain at the burnup used to obtain RF (-).

A more in-depth discussion of volume strain is given in Section A.12.

Fuel elastic and thermal strain calculations are presented in the

following sections.

3.4.1 Fuel Elastic Strain

Like the cladding, the fuel pellet elastic strain calculations

are based on Hooke's Law for a linear elastic material. Also, it is

assumed that the elastic modulus and Poisson ratio are independent of

direction. Since the fuel elastic strain relations are based on the

same assumptions used for the cladding elastic strains, the stress/

strain relations (of Section 3.3.3) are directly applicable.



The modulus of elasticity and Poisson ratio for the fuel are averaged

quantities. These temperature dependent relations are given in Sec-

tions A.9 and A.O10. The averaging process is analogous to that done

for fuel average thermal strain (Section 3.4.2).

The fuel pellet elastic strain components may be expressed in

terms of the gas and contact pressures as

ces

Er 1
sete

P
g

P
C

Note that the relations for these components are identical. Also, if

P is set to zero, the relations reduce to hydrostatic form.C

3.4.2 Fuel Temperature Profile and Thermal Strain

The first step in the solution for fuel temperature profile

begins with Poisson's steady state heat conduction equation of the form

- v(Kf V T) = q"'

where

q"' = volumetric heat deposition rate;

Kf = fuel thermal conductivity; and

T = fuel temperature.

Solution of this equation in cylindrical coordinates yields the fol-

lowing conductivity integral equation (Ref. 9 )

(1-2v) (l-v)

(l-2v) (1-v)



T T2

f kdT [1 ()] + k dT
F jFf

0 0

where TT

kF dT = U02 conductivity integral (-);

0
~kW

q'= linear heat generation rate (kW);
m

RF = densified or swelled fuel outside radius cold (mm);

T2 = fuel pellet outside surface temperature (oC); and

T = fuel pellet temperature at some position r < RF (oC).

The temperature and porosity dependent relations for fuel thermal con-

ductivity and conductivity integral are given in Section A.7.

Assuming the fuel pellet surface temperature is known, the tem-

perature at a given radius may be determined. This is achieved by

relating temperature to the conductivity integral using a cubic spline

curve fit. The general form is

T = A(x-a)3 + B(x-a)2 + C(x-a) + D

where T

x = pf kF dT;

0x - P

PF = porosity factor (see Section A.7); and

A, B, C, D, = constants.



Constants for Cubic Spline Fit

Temperature
Range (°C) A B C D a

0<T<276.3(O<<2)3 1.641 12.962 105.627 0 0(U<x<2)

276.3<T<478.3(276.3<T<478.3 2.056 22.808 177.177 276.250 2

478.3<T<738.2
(3<x<4-) 1.977 28.974 228.959 478.290

738.2<T<1066.3(4738.2<T<1066.3 0.347 34.905 292.838 738.200 4

1066.3<T<1461.34 6
(5<x<6- -4.646 35.946 363.689 1066.290 5

1461.3<T<1895.1
(6<x<7)- -9.795 22.010 421.645 1461.280 6

1895.1<T<2698.0
(7<x<9 -5.025 -7.3749 436.280 1895.140 7

Table 3.1



These constants have been determined for the temperature range

0 < T < 2698 oC (0 < x < 9) and are presented in Table 3.1. Tempera-

ture values generated by this method are accurate to ± 0.01 oC.

If the fuel temperature distribution is known, average values

for temperature dependent fuel properties can be calculated. The

average fuel thermal strain may be determined using

RF/F
T 2 T

S - ' r drF 2 F
F o

where

-F = average fuel thermal strain; and

F = fuel thermal strain at radius r.F

The expression for fuel thermal strain is given in Section A.8. Inte-

gration is performed using Simpson's one-third rule over 40 equispaced

radial intervals.

3.5 Gap and Interaction Characteristics

3.5.1 Fill and Fission Gas Mole Fraction Calculations

The initial moles of helium fill gas are calculated using the

ideal gas law of the form,

PV
n - RT

where

n = number of helium moles;
P = fill pressure;
V = fill volume
T = absolute temperature; and
R = universal gas constant.



The fill volume may be more specifically defined as the summation of

the cold beginning of life (BOL) gap and plenum volumes, neglecting any con-

tributions due to dished and chamfered pellets. The plenum volume for Con-

necticut Yankee was estimated from Maine Yankee data by assuming equivalent

fuel-plenum volume ratios (Maine Yankee fuel-plenum volume ratio =

11.89 ). The resulting helium mole expression for Connecticut Yankee is

n = 8.4325 x 10- 6 P

where

P = Helium fill gas pressure (kPa)

at an assumed fill temperature of 2980 K.

Only two dominant fission product gases, Xenon and Krypton, are

considered in the mole fraction and gas conductivity calculations.

Their U-235 thermal fission yield fractions were estimated from data

supplied in Ref. 16 and are

8Xe = 0.2183

BKr = 0.0386.

In order to calculate the mole production of these rare gases, the

total amount of rod fissions must be estimated. Thus,

Possible differences due to U-238 and Pu-239 fissions are neglected.



Po CB CE RF = NBC
N CF

= 4.346 x 1018 BR

where

F = total fissions per rod;

BR = cumulative average assembly (or rod) burnup as

calculated in Section 3.2.2 (MWD)kgU

P0 = Connecticut Yankee full power thermal output (MWth);

N = number of core fuel rods;

CB = 2.825 x 102 EFPD core/(MWD/kgU);B core

CE = 5.4 x 1023 MeV/MWD; and

CF = 200 MeV/fission.

The fraction of fission gas released is determined using Con-

necticut Yankee graphical data supplied by Northeast Utility Service

Company. Figure 3-4 illustrates the piece-wise linear model used to.

approximate this data. The linear representation may be summarized as

lxlO-4T for T < 190
-47.899x10 4T - 0.13108 for 190 < T < 309

f =  2.6241xlO- 4 T + 0.03192 for 309 < T < 450

8.3893xlO-5T + 0.11225 for 450 < T < 748

-4.529xlO-5T + 0.2089 for 748 < T < 1300

0.15 T > 1300

where

fr = fission gas release fraction; and

T = CB BR = rod average burnup expressed in EFPD.
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MaineYankee Mole Fraction Data (from Ref. 5)

Local
Burnup
(MWD/kgU)

.997

.987

.967

.932

.890

Mole Fraction

. 002

.011

.029

.060

.001

.002

.004

.008

.097 .013

---

--- -- -- -

Table 3.2



The moles of Xenon and Krypton which are released and contribute to

gap conductivity degradation may now be directly computed from,

nxe =F 3Xe fr

and

nKr =F Kr r

thus supplying all the necessary values for Connecticut Yankee mole

fraction calculations.

The Zircaloy case mole fraction values are obtained by linear

interpolation of Maine Yankee data. This information corresponds to

the core hot rod and is given in Table 3.2. Note that local burnup

values are given rather than rod average.

3.5.2 Pellet Surface Temperature and Gap Conductance

The fuel surface temperature is obtained using a variation of

the covective heat transfer relation of the form

TF = Ta + 27TRF (hg+hc

where

TF = pellet surface temperature;

Ta = inside cladding temperature;

q' = linear heat generation rate;

RF = cold densified or swelled fuel radius from Section 3.4;



h = gap gas conductance; and

hc = fuel-cladding contact pressure conductance from Section A.14.

The gap conductance is related to the gas mixture thermal conductivity by

h kmix
g (6+6c1+6)

where

kmi x = thermal conductivity of gas mixture from Section A.13
evaluated at the gap average temperature;

6 = hot gap width;

6c' = root mean square cladding surface roughness; and

6F = root mean square fuel surface roughness.

3.6 Solution Techniques

3.6.1 Bi-section Convergence Method

The bi-section convergence method is an iterative procedure

which guarantees convergence on a variable to a predetermined accuracy.

The method only requires that the dependent function be monotonically

increasing or decreasing with respect to this independent variable.

The method is now detailed for the case of a monotonically increasing

function.

Using a temperature argument for convenience, a non-analytic

functional relation of the form

f(T) = g(T)

may be rearranged to
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y(T) = f(T) - g(T)

where

y(T) = a ficticious, monotonically increasing function of
temperature;

and has the unique solution

y(T*) = 0

An initial guess of T < T* would yield a negative value for y(T )

and conversely, positive for T > T*.

Assuming that y(T ) is negative, a prescribed quantity, AT, is

added n times to T until the sign of this function is reversed. Atg

this point, the temperatures which encompass the root, T*, may be

defined as

T = T + (n-l) AT; and
-g

T+ = T + n AT;

which satisfy

y(T_)

y(T+)

The next temperature guess is

= negative quantity; and

= positive quantity.

the midpoint

TTi + T
mid 2

and if
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Y(Tmid) < 0, replace T by Tmid;

Y(Tmid) > 0, replace T+ by Tmid.

This replacement procedure is repeated m times to achieve a

final temperature of the accuracy

(Tmid )m = T* + AT/2m

Although the above solution procedure is specialized for a monotonically

increasing function whose initial value, y(T ), is negative, it estab-

lishes a format which may be easily altered to accomodate other cases.

The bi-section method is used to solve for cladding temperature

profile and fuel pellet surface temperature. Figure 3-5 illustrates

the pellet surface temperature solution strategy. Once this temperature

is known, all other variables which characterize the state of the fuel

element are known.

3.6.2 Numerical Solution of Creep Rate Equations

The radial and tangential creep strain rate components are solved

using a combination of numerical techniques (Ref. 10). The primary

solution method is that of Adams-Moulton, but initiation of this method

requires the knowledge of four starting values for each strain rate

component. These values are generated using a fourth order Runge-Kutta

starting method. The component creep strains are solved for simultan-

eously using the following rate relations inferred from the creep flow

rules of Section 3.3.2,



ecSr

.c*
E6

2a9

Cz0

z

where

*C
r = radial component of creep strain rate; and

S= tangential component of creep strain rate.

All other symbols are defined therein.

The fourth order Runge-Kutta method utilizes the following

algorithms

c - c + Atr,n+l = rn +6 (a, + 2 + 2 + a4 )

c c + At + 2 + 2 +

e,n+l - e,n - 1 + 2 2 + 23 4

where

-*c
c1 

=  r,n
c CC
r r,n

a c c
3 r r,n

C4 C c

N4 r r r,n

+ 1  ct
en' n

+ a2) (En

2 c+-a2)' (,n

2 e ,n

+ a 3)' (Fc~

+

2

2

At(tn + A-t)) ;
n  2 

(tn + Atn 2 '

+ 3)9 (tn + At));

2 -1 -

-1 2 -1
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and similarly,

"C

*c-1 = EO,n

=o(EC~n E , tn)"
S r,n e,n

Ec C 2 c 1 At
82 r,n 2' ,n 2 n 2)

c c 3) (C + ) (t+ At))

84 EC,n + , O 3)n '

Other symbol definitions are,

n = 0, 1, 2, 3 = step sequence from beginning of solution;

tn = time to the nth step in consistent core equivalent full
power time units;

At = selected time increment in consistent core equivalent
full power time units;

and the quantities at the beginning of the solution, ec
r.,o

C
F c and t are known. Time interval selection and estimated
0,O'o

accuracy are discussed at the end of this section.

Once the first four creep strain and strain rate values for each

component have been obtained, the remainder of the solution may be

performed using Adams-Moulton method. This procedure involves a

predictor-corrector concept, which for the radial component is,

Predictor:

c c At *c + c - 9 c
r,n+l r,n 24 (55 r,n r,n-1 r,n-2 r,n-3



Corrector:

c c t+ *c +1 c c +c
S -S + -' n+ 19c -5e +)r,n+ 1  r,n 24 r,n+l +  r,n r,n-I r,n-2

and a similar set of relations for the tangential component.

Two convergence restrictions are placed on the time interval

selection for the Adams-Moulton method. They are,

At < 8/3

ler or e,n'

and

[(c c 10 N 8/3
r or o,n+1 corrector r or e,n+1)predictor A*c

Stl or 6,n

with the accuracy criterion

[(c or e,n+l)corrector - c or o,n+l)predictor]  1 0 N < 14

where N is an indication of decimal place accuracy. Typical strain

rate values are in the range of 10-  - 10-8(hr) for stainless steel

and 10-4 - 10-7 (hr) -1 for Zircaloy. The upper end values correspond

to maximum creep acceleration factors (on the order of 100) and general-

ized stress values (%200 MPa), indicative of extreme conditions. Using

these values, a conservative estimate of predictor-corrector differ-

ences is,

106 At for stainless steel; and

10- 4 At for Zircaloy;



where At < 10 (hr) for the majority of computer calculations. Sub-

stitution into the above convergence and accuracy relations shows that

the convergence criteria is easily satisfied and the limiting decimal

place accuracy is

N = 6 for stainless steel; and

N = 4 for Zircaloy.

For the cases investigated in this study, 7th and 5t place accuracies

(for stainless steel and Zircaloy, respectively) are more realistic

estimates. Since the local errors associated with both solution

methods are of the same order, the Runge-Kutta starting method is

assumed to have similar accuracies.



4. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

This chapter highlights the results of calculations made using

the STRESS code. In most cases, the Zircaloy clad fuel results are

presented so that a comparison may be made between this material and

stainless steel. The effects of different fill gas prepressurization

and cladding creep rate are also investigated for certain cases.

As mentioned in Section 3.1, the stainless steel and Zircaloy

case historical data used in these calculations is provided as block

data. Some of this information is displayed in Figs. 3-2 and 3-3

while the remainder may be found in the code listing (Appendix D).

Other characterizing data may also be found therein. It should be

noted that the following stainless steel results pertain to assembly 8-H22.

4.1 Creep-down Predictions

Pellet cladding mechanical interaction (and its associated

deleterious effects) is probably the major contributor to fuel element

failure. Therefore, it is important to know when hard pellet-clad

contact takes place. For instance, if a utility experiences what they

feel is PCMI related failures, it is important to know which batches

are the most likely candidates.

Figures 4-la and b show the creepdown to contact predictions of

the STRESS code for stainless steel using a creep acceleration factor

of 11 (Ref. 11). Both pressurized and unpressurized cases are pre-

sented as indicated. The upper line represents the inside cladding

radius and the lower, the fuel outside radius. The cladding is forced

to creep inward since the bulk coolant pressure is much greater than

the internal rod pressure. The creep rate appears constant within a
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cycle, but differs from cycle to cycle due to a variation in fast flux.

The discontinuity between the first and second cycle curves is due to

fuel and cladding thermal expansion (increased LHGR).

The fuel initially densifies and after 10 MWD/kgU begins to

swell. Contact occurs in the region of fuel swelling although the

fuel appears to be densifying. The fuel is actually thermally con-

tracting due to gap closure and increased gap conductivity. Comparing

the results of both pressurizations shows that the prepressurized rod

has an extended contact burnup of about 4 MWD/kgU (local).

Figures 4-2a and b show the creepdown to contact predictions for

stainless steel in the absence of accelerated creep. Pellet clad con-

tact does not occur until well into the third cycle. It should be

mentioned that the results do not show this cycle in its entirety.

This is the reason for the extrapolated curves in the prepressurized

case. A review of these figures and those for accelerated creep

(Figs. 4-la and b) predict that hard contact is expected to occur in
**

the latter second to third cycles. Preliminary cladding outside

diameter measurements (selected batch 8 fuel rods) favor the accele-

rated creep results.

Maine Yankee (Ref. 5 ) has predicted contact for Zircaloy at

about 25 MWD/kgU. A similar conclusion was reached using the Zircaloy

creep relation of Section A.6 with no creep acceleration. Details of

this calculation are not included in this report.

This information was not available for the remainder of cycle 8
(denoted "third cycle").

**
Regions near pellet interfaces are expected to contact earlier if
local effects (i.e., pellet hourglassing) are considered (see
Section 4.3.1).
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4.1.1 Temperature Predictions

Some of the benefits of prepressurization may be realized by

examining the behavior of fuel surface and centerline temperatures for

both fill pressurization cases during cladding creepdown to contact.

Figure 4-3 illustrates the differences in temperature behavior as pre-

dicted by the STRESS code for a creep acceleration factor of 11.

Initially, both pressurization levels exhibit similar behavior since

the fission gas inventory is minimal. In each case, the fuel tempera-

ture increases rapidly at BOL due to increasing gap size from fuel

densification. As burnup continues, the increasing amounts of fission

gas have a greater impact on the gap conductivity of the unpressurized

rod since the initial amount of helium fill moles is less. The result

is higher fuel temperatures regardless of the increased gap closure as

indicated in the previous section.

If the temperature range for equiaxed grain growth is 1300-16500 C

and 1700-21500C for columnar growth (Ref. 12), the centerline tempera-

tures of the unpressurized case extend well into the fuel restructuring

regimes over substantial periods of time (burnup). The non-accelerated

creep case (Figs. 4-2a and b) would yield higher temperatures over

longer periods of burnup. The benefits of prepressurization are sig-

nificant regardless of the creep acceleration.

Degradation of gap gas conductivity is primarily due to increasing
relative amounts of Xenon and Krypton fission gas in the gap gas mix-
ture. It is interesting to note that different pressurization levels
of a single component gas has little or no effect on its conductivity
(the conductivity relations of Section A.13 show temperature depen-
dence only). Such is the case at or near BOL when helium is the only
or primary gas component.
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4.2 Cladding Conditioning

The conditioned cladding definition adopted in this study is one

in which the cladding inside surface and fuel surface deflection rates

are equivalent and constant. If this requirement is met, a steady state

constant stress situation exists (and therefore a constant pellet-cladding

contact force). The time to achieve this state may be termed "conditioning

time" and is unique, as are the stresses, for different fuel swelling

and cladding creep rates. In the STRESS code calculations, a 30 EFPD

time limit is placed on conditioning. In other words, if the above

steady state stress condition is not achieved within 30 EFPD after just

contact, the remaining calculations for that creep model are not based

on fully conditioned cladding.

Figure 4-4 shows the hoop stress variation experienced after just

contact (in a region of fuel swelling, constant power) for unpressurized

stainless steel cladding. The plateau region after just contact for

the lower acceleration cases is only evident for unpressurized rods.

This is due to marked fuel thermal contraction since the contact con-

ductance plays a major role in overall gap conductivity. The effect of

this for the faster creep models appears less significant since this

stage occurs rapidly.

The results for higher creep acceleration factors (i.e., 55 and

110) are included as compensation for the effects of fuel restrained

swelling, creep deformation, and cracked pellet relocation which has

been ignored in the fuel pellet model. In a previous study of Zircaloy

conditioning and power ramping (Ref. 13) a creep acceleration factor

of about 100 was employed for adequate compensation. Additional results

for the pressurized stainless steel and Zircaloy cases are illustrated in

Figs. 4-5 and 4-6.
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An alternate perspective on the 30 EFPD conditioning phenomenon

may be gained by examining Figs. 4-7a,b, and c. The lower curve shows

cladding inside mechanical deflection for 40 EFPD after "just contact".

The upper curve shows the same but first contact occurs 10 core EFPD

later. Complete conditioning for 30 core EFPD should yield insignifi-

cant differences between curves at or before 698.5 EFPD. Figure 4-7a,

which corresponds to a creep factor of 11, is the only case where

conditioning is not achieved in 30 EFPD. Deflection curves for lower

powers yield similar results. It is interesting to note that the

steady state hoop stresses are in compression but the cladding is

actually mechanically deflecting outward.

4.3 Up Power Ramping

Having a method of conditioning, up power ramps from various

lower power conditioned states may be performed and cladding hoop

stress variation with different ramp rates may be investigated.

Intuitively, it is expected that low ramp rates or large creep ac-

celeration factors would allow more cladding stress relaxation. In

the other extreme, a very rapid power increase would just result in a

cladding elastic response with little or no creep deformation/stress

relaxation.

Figure 4-8a shows the hoop stresses developed in a 60% pre-

conditioned unpressurized rod ramped to 100% FP at rates ranging from

1%/hr to 50%/hr. The corresponding LHGR values are typical of stain-

less steel clad fuel recently in the Connecticut Yankee core. These

Note that 688.5 core EFPD (19.45 core MWD/kgU) roughly corresponds to

the core average cumulative burnup for batch 8 at the time of the

Connecticut Yankee-August 1977 maneuver.

Cladding hoop stresses are caused by differential pellet-cladding
thermal expansion.
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curves are for a creep acceleration factor of 55 which is about half

of the 100 value suggested and used by daSilva for Zircaloy (see

Section 4.2). Benefits due to reduced ramp rates are insignificant

until 5%/hr or less. The Zircaloy case results are shown in Fig. 4-8b

for a 60% pre-conditioned rod using a creep acceleration factor of 58.

Notable differences exist between these curves and the stainless steel

results. By comparison, Zircaloy cladding exhibits far more stress

relaxation. Consequently, stainless steel may be classified as a much

more creep resistant material than Zircaloy.

Figures 4-9a and b show the results of unpressurized stainless

steel for creep acceleration factors of 11 and 110, respectively.

Using the lower creep factor of 11 shows little or no benefit of stress

relaxation during these same ramp maneuvers. On the other hand, using

a higher creep factor of 110 indicates a good deal of stress relaxation

as expected. Once again, however, no significant benefits are realized

until 5%/hr or less. Figure 4-10 illustrates the results of a 60% pre-

conditioned pressurized stainless steel rod. Comparing the hoop

stresses developed in this case with those of the unpressurized case

(Fig. 4-8a) show that no major differences exist.

Additional results for 80% pre-conditioned unpressurized stainless

steel using creep acceleration factors of 55 and 110 are provided in

Figs. 4-11a and b. The hoop stresses developed in these cases are much

lower (than the 60% pre-conditioned stress values) since ramping is

from a higher conditioned power level. Conversely, ramping from a

lower conditioned power level would yield higher hoop stresses.
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4.4 Connecticut Yankee Maneuver

The Connecticut Yankee - August 1977 power maneuver discussed

in Section 2.3 is shown in more detail in Fig. 4-12. This operating

event is analyzed by the STRESS code using the modified representa-

tion shown in Fig. 4-13. Downtime periods are not included in this

model since no fuel-cladding dimensional changes are expected during

these times. Small fluctuations in less than full power constant

operation are ignored and the only power ramp considered is on return

to full power (about a 9% full power per hour ramp rate).

Hoop stress variation during this maneuver for the unpressurized

stainless steel case is shown in Fig. 4-14. Differences due to creep

acceleration factors of 11, 55, and 110 are also shown. The factor

of 11 creep model is the only case in which the cladding is not fully

conditioned at the start of the maneuver (hoop stresses are increasing -

see the conditioning definition of Section 4.2). For all three cases,

an initial reduction in power to 64% opens the gap (hoop stress = -188.5 MPa).

The factor of 11 creep model exhibits very little creepdown and main-

tains an open gap throughout lower power operation until just prior to

return to full power. In this case, the increase in hoop stress as a

result of this maneuver is not significant and it remains in compression.

The other two creep models recontact within the first couple of

days of reduced power operation and begin conditioning at this level.

An increase in power to the 70.5% level is accompanied by an increase

in stress as expected. Return to full power shows that the hoop stresses

for these models change from compression to tension, increasing over

100 MPa from their steady state full power conditioned values. The
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stainless steel pressurized case results, illustrated in Fig. 4-15,

show similar behavior (the open gap hoop stress is -142.1 MPa). What

is interesting to note is that pressurization has a minimal effect on

the predicted end-of-maneuver hoop stress values. Improved behavior,

from a stress state point of view, would be indicated by a reduction

in these values. The pressurized Zircaloy case results for this

maneuver are given in Fig. 4-16 for comparison. Tensile hoop stresses

are not as great for this material. This is due to increased stress

relaxation and elastic compliance.
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4.5 Guideline Methodology

The first step in establishing ramp rate limitations is to

define a cladding threshold stress (in this case tangential or hoop)

which places an upper limit on stresses realized in a given up-power

maneuver. The basis of this threshold stress may be one of stress

corrosion cracking (SCC) or yield. In order to compensate for the

effect of local stress concentrations which may not be considered

in a code (such is the case for STRESS), a fractior of this threshold

value may be used as the limiting value. For instance, daSilva

(Ref. 13) uses a 296.4 MPa Zircaloy stress corrosion cracking thres-

hold. In order to compensate for local stress concentrations, half

this value was used as an upper limit on allowable hoop stresses.

An estimation of hourglass local stress concentration values for both

materials is presented below.

4.5.1 Stress Concentrations

An estimation of stress concentrations at fuel pellet ends due

to pellet hourglassing may be made using the information supplied in

Fig. 4-17 (Ref. 14 and references therein). This figure illustrates

the difference between end and mid-pellet radial displacement (thermal

expansion induced) as a function of pellet length to diameter ratio.

The additional thermal radial displacement at the pellet end may be

estimated by

T
Au F A R ATF F F F
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where

AuT = additional thermal radial displacement at the pellet
F ends due to hourglassing (mm);

AF = fuel pellet amplification factor (from Fig. 4-1 );

RF = densified or swelled cold fuel radius as defined
in Section 3.4 (mm); and

F = change in fuel average thermal strain from "just contact" (mm).

The increase in cladding hoop stress may be estimated on an

elastic basis using the equations of Sections 3.3 and 3.4. The ad-

ditional radial thermal displacement is compensated for by both

cladding and fuel elastic deflections. For the cladding, the increase

in deflection is

Aue~ = (b+a) e (b-a et
a 2 0 2 r

aAPc[b2+a2

+ -aE b 2_a 2 +

and for the fuel,

AueY, = RFAPc
F EF (l-v) ;

where

Auea = increase in inside cladding elastic deflection (mm);a

Aue = increase in fuel radial elastic deflection (mm);
F

AP = increase in pellet-cladding contact pressure to
c produce these deflections (MPa); and

all other symbol definitions are as in Section 3.



Since the pellet and cladding are initially in contact and

remain contacted, the increase in pellet-cladding contact pressure

may be obtained by equating the fuel and inside cladding surface

deflections. Thus,

Aet T e9.
AU e = AuT+ Aue

a F F

and manipulation yields

TAuTFAP c =

c I-F__F a b2+a 2

EF  E b2_a2

which may be directly related to an increase in hoop stress using

Sa AP
eo (b-a) c

The results of this calculation for both stainless steel and Zircaloy

are presented in Table 4-1. The very large increase in stainless

steel cladding hoop stress (about 130 MPa) for the pellet hour-

glassing phenomenon alone, exemplifies the importance of considering

the effects of stress concentrations when choosing a limiting stress

value. The additional cladding hoop stress for Zircaloy is much lower,

demonstrating the greater elastic compliance (lower elastic modulus)

of this material. Remember that these stresses are in addition to those

predicted for the maneuver of Section 4.4.

Other local stress concentrations may be caused by pe'let cracks,
pellet chips lodged within the gap, or even local power peaking.
It should be mentioned that stress relaxation is not considered
in the hourglassing example.



Hourglassing Stress Concentration
the August 1977 Maneuver

Results Due to

Value

Definition

Connecticut
Yankee
SS304

Maine
Yankee

Zircaloy-4

E Cladding Elastic Modulus 177.39 76.69
(GPa)

v Cladding Poisson Ratio .318 .253

EF Fuel Elastic Modulus (GPa) 169.35 170.62

vF Fuel Poisson Ratio .301 .300

a Cold BOL Cladding Inside 4.940 4.877
Radius (mm)

b Cold BOL Cladding Outside 5.359 5.588
Radius (mm)

RF Cold Swelled Fuel Radius (mm) 4.890 4.808

L/D Pellet Length to Diameter 1.158 1.158
Ratio

AF  Hourglassing Amplification .46 .46
Factor

f Creep Acceleration Factor 55. 58.
c

-T 20
AJT  Increase in Fuel Average .1767 .2503
F Thermal Strain After

"Just Contact" (%)

A60 Additional Hoop Stress 126.0 75.0

Assumed value

Table 4-1

Symbol



4.5.2 Possible Failure Modes

As mentioned previously, the threshold stress criterion may be

based on stress corrosion cracking or yield. Yield in itself does

not necessarily constitute failure, however, other possible failure

modes may gain importance for stresses of this magnitude. Such is

the case for irradiated stainless steel. Stress corrosion cracking

has been observed in both stainless steel (chlorine SCC) and Zircaloy

(iodine assisted SCC) but has only been established itself as a

dominant failure mode in Zircaloy.

Figure 4-18 shows the effect of irradiation on the yield and

ultimate tensile strengths of SS304. An estimate of fast fluence

(E > 0.1 MeV n/m2) experienced by a Connecticut Yankee assembly near

the end of its second cycle (typical of batch 8 near the August 1977

maneuver) is also indicated on this graph. What is interesting to

note is that although both the yield and ultimate tensile strengths

increase with irradiation, the ultimate tensile stress does not

increase in proportion to yield. This implies that very little

strain hardening takes place after yield and a phenomenon known as

plastic instability may occur (Ref. 12). If this high stress region

is entered, high local cladding strain rates are expected.

Deformation channels have been observed in irradiated type 304

stainless steel (Ref. 15). This phenomenon produces deformation

bands due to highly localized strain which may lead to fracture at

lower engineering strains. Channel fracture is believed to occur from

extensive slip (due to shear) with a possible contribution from

irradiation produced voids.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The following concluding sections are based on the particular

reactor/fuel element design investigated. The stainless steel clad

fuel results are derived from operation/design characteristic of the

Connecticut Yankee plant (assembly 8-H22), while the Zircaloy clad

fuel results are primarily based on operation and design character-

istic of Maine Yankee (hot rod assembly). The only design variation

investigated is the fill gas pressurization level of the stainless

steel clad fuel rods.

5.1 Effects of Fill Gas Pressure

Stainless steel pressurized rods (about 2 MPa Helium) have been

shown to have at least two distinct advantages over unpressurized rods

(atmospheric pressure Helium). The first is a time (burnup) extension

for initial hard pellet-cladding contact due to long term cladding

creepdown/fuel swelling. The STRESS code predictions show about a

4 MWD/kgU (local) extended contact burnup for two creep models investigated.

The second and more significant advantage is lower fuel temperatures.

It has been estimated that fuel centerline temperatures much greater

than 14000C are unlikely with pressurization, while temperatures in

the 1700 0C range may be expected without it. The higher temperatures

predicted for the unpressurized case extend well into the fuel re-

structuring regimes over substantial periods of time (burnup).

Lack of pressurization does effect fuel behavior at initial

pellet-cladding contact but has a minimal effect once good contact

(contact pressure z 1 MPa) has been established. This is the only



notable difference between the conditioning behavior for the pressur-

ized and unpressurized cases. Up-power ramping and maneuvering results

show no significant differences between the final hoop stresses rea-

lized in each case.

5.2. Effects of Creep Acceleration Factors

If no creep acceleration factor is used, long term stainless

steel cladding creepdown to contact is expected to occur in the latter

part of the third cycle. However, some experimental findings (Ref. 11)

indicate that these creep rates may be multiplied by a factor of 11.

Preliminary outside cladding measurements suggest that the higher creep

factor may be more realistic. Initial hard contact is expected to occur

in the latter part of the second cycle for this factor. If this is the

case, cladding conditioning should be considered prior to up-power ramps

or maneuvers at these burnups.

Higher creep acceleration factors (i.e., 55 and 110) are inves-

tigated for conditioning and ramping calculations. They are included

as compensation for the effects of fuel restrained swelling, creep

deformation, and cracked pellet relocation which has been ignored in

the fuel pellet model. The cladding hoop stresses realized for up power

ramping from a 60% preconditioned state are of the same magnitude for

each creep factor, but more stress relaxation is exhibited for the higher

ones. In these cases, the benefits of stress relaxation due to reduced

ramp rates are insignificant until 5%/hr or less.



5.3 Zircaloy Differences

From a hoop stress behavior point of view, Zircaloy cladding

appears to be the superior performer. The up-power ramping and

maneuvering examples of Section 4 show much lower final hoop stresses

for this material when compared to stainless steel. This reduction

in stress is basically due to two factors. The first is the higher

creep deformation (and therefore stress relaxation) exhibited by

Zircaloy. This characteristic alone allows greater flexibility in

power maneuvering since reduced ramp rates considerably increase

stress relaxation. The second is the increase in elastic compliance

for this material (much lower elastic modulus). This allows the

Zircaloy cladding to elastically respond to a thermally expanding

pellet by about a factor of two (for a given hoop stress) over

stainless steel. In other words, if the inside cladding surface for

each cladding material is elastically deflected outward the same

amount, the increase in hoop stress for the Zircaloy cladding would

be roughly half of that for stainless steel.

5.4 Connecticut Yankee Design/Operation Recommendations

Fill Gas Pressurization

The present Connecticut Yankee fuel rod fill gas pressurization

level is approximately 101 kPa Helium (this corresponds to 1 atmos-

phere pressure - denoted "unpressurized" throughout this study). An

alternate pressurization of about 2 MPa, indicative of rods presently

in the San Onofre 1 station, has also been investigated. As stated

in Section 5.1, pressurization extends the burnup for initial hard

pellet-cladding contact. Also, it has been estimated that fuel



centerline temperatures much greater than 14000 C are not expected

with pressurization while temperatures in the 1700 0C range are quite

likely without it. The higher temperatures predicted for the un-

pressurized case extend well into the fuel restructuring regimes over

substantial period of time (burnup). There are at least two un-

favorable effects associated with fuel restructuring. The first is

a possible increase in fission gas release which would tend to aug-

ment fuel temperatures (a positive feedback effect). The second is a

possible increase in fuel swelling. For these reasons, an increase

in fill gas pressure to about 2 MPa Helium is recommended.

Ramp Rate Limitations

The up power ramping examples of Section 4.3 illustrate the

"stubborn" nature of stainless steel cladding. Even the use of a

creep multiplication factor of 110 does not show a large spread be-

tween final hoop stress values for the various ramp rates investi-

gated. However, a much larger spread (increased creep deformation/

stress relaxation) would be expected if stress concentrations were

included in these calculations. In this case, the final hoop stresses

would certainly be greater but creep deformation and stress relaxa-

tion would be enhanced since the generalized stress also increases in

magnitude. Regardless, what may be inferred from the results of

the up power examples is that benefits of stress relaxation due to

reduced ramp rates are minimal for a reduction from 50 to 5% of full

The stainless steel creep rate equation of Section A-6 is directly
proportional to generalized stress.



power (FP) per hour. However, a good deal of benefit may be realized

for ramp rates less than this. In this light, an upper limit of 5%

FP per hour is recommended for up power ramping. This is approxi-

mately half the ramp rate used for return to full power at the end of

the August 1977 maneuver discussed in Section 4.4.

Cladding Material Choice

As concluded in Section 5.3, from a "hoop stress behavior" point

of view, Zircaloy cladding is the superior performer. This material

has been shown to exhibit much more creep deformation/stress relaxa-

tion than stainless steel. It has also been shown to develop much

lower cladding hoop stresses as it elastically responds to a thermally

expanding pellet. However, it is not within the scope of this study

to recommend a change in cladding material from stainless steel to

Zircaloy. There are many other limiting criteria such as strain rate

(from a ramp rate viewpoint) or Zircaloy hydriding (from a stress

threshold viewpoint) which may render Zircaloy inferior. Material

performance under accident conditions such as a loss of coolant oc-

currence (LOCA) must also be considered. Ultimate cladding material

choice should be made only after all pros and cons have been carefully

reviewed and weighed.

In other words, the benefits of stress relaxation due to reduced
ramp rates are only significant for rates below 5% FP/hr.



A. MATERIAL PROPERTIES

A.1 CLADDING THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY

The thermal conductivity for SS304 (Ref. 17) is calculated using

a third order relation in temperature of the form

kSS = 9.01748 + 1.62997xlO-2T - 4.80329x10-6T2 + 2.18422x10-9T 3  ;

where

kSS = SS304 thermal conductivity (W/m.K); and

T = cladding temperature (oK).

The Zircaloy-4 conductivity relation was taken from CENPD-218

(Refs.18 and 9) and assumes the linear form

kZr = 13.959 + 9.8522xlO- 3T ;

where

S= Zircaloy-4 thermal conductivity (W/m.K); and

T = cladding temperature (0C).

The above two conductivity relations are shown in Fig. A-1, illus-

trating this thermal property difference between materials.

A.2 CLADDING THERMAL STRAIN

The cladding thermal strain correlation for SS304 was derived

from the following average coefficient of thermal expansion relation

(Ref. 17)

= 1.7887x10 - 5 + 2.3977x10-9T + 3.2692xlO 1 3 T2
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where

= average coefficient of thermal expansion (m/m-K); and

T = temperature (oK).

The thermal strain was determined as follows

T

T = f dT =  (T - T )
To

SOO

so

T = (1.7887x10-3 + 2.3977x10-7T + 3.2692xlO-11T2) (T - To) ;

where

T = SS304 thermal strain (%);

T = cladding temperature (oK); and

T = 298.15 oK.

The Zircaloy-4 thermal strain relation was taken from MATPRO (Ref. 19)

(applicable in the range 27 < T < 8000C) and is

-2 -4
ST = -2.373x10 + 6.721x10 T ;

where

T = Zircaloy-4 thermal strain (%); and

T = cladding temperature (0C).
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A.3 CLADDING MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

Young's modulus for SS304 was modeled using a linear approxi-

mation from data obtained in Ref. 20. This property was assumed to

depend just on temperature as follows

ESS = 202.82 - 7.4707x10-2T ;

where

ESS = SS304 modulus of elasticity (GPa); and

T = cladding temperature (oC).

The temperature dependent elastic modulus for Zircaloy-4 was taken

from MATPRO. Although cladding temperatures above 862 0C are not

expected, it is included in the code.

For T < 8620C

EZr = 114.8 - 5.99x10-2 (T + 273.15) ;

and for T > 8620C

EZr = 100.5 - 4.725x10-2 (T + 273.15) ;

where

EZr = Zircaloy modulus of elasticity (GPa); and

T = cladding temperature (0C).

These relations are plotted in Fig. A-3. Since elastic strains are

inversely proportional to these values, the elastic resoonse to fuel-

cladding contact pressures would be less for SS304.
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A.4 POISSON RATIO FOR CLADDING

SS304 Poisson ratio is calculated using a temperature dependent

linear fit through data supplied in Ref. 20. This relation is

vSS = 0.304 + 1.7102x10-4 (T - 260) ;

where

V SS = Poisson ratio for SS304; and

T = cladding temperature (0C).

The Zircaloy relation was obtained from MATPRO and is

for T < 3970C

VZr = .333 - 1.26x10 4 (T + 273.15) ;

for T > 3970C

'vZr = 0.248 ;

where

V Zr = Poisson ratio for Zircaloy; and

T = cladding temperature (0C).

Values for both materials are plotted in Fig. A-4.

A.5 CLADDING MEYER HARDNESS

Meyer Hardness values are necessary for use in gap contact

pressure conductance evaluation. The the SS304 case, this hardness

number was found to be related to the Brinell Hardness number using
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MH- 9.807 (BH)MH = (1 9.5493BH

where

MH = Meyer Hardness for SS304 (MPa); and

BH = Brinell Hardness for SS304 (Kg/mm2).

Typical Brinell Hardness values for steels near 250 C are in the range

of 150 Kg/mm2 (Ref. 21). The corresponding Meyer Hardness

number for this value is found to be about 1571 MPa and is assumed to

vary with yield strength (Ref. 22) as follows

MH = 3.448 x10 -3 (MH ) S ; and

S = 290 - 0.245 (T - 25) ;

where

MH = Meyer Hardness for SS304 (MPa);

MH0 = MH at 250C (MPa);

S = SS304 yield strength (MPa); and

T = cladding temperature (0C).

The variation in MH with temperature may be more accurately represented

by tensile strength variation, but due to data scatter either appear

appropriate.

The Zircaloy Meyer Hardness was obtained from MATPRO (see also

Ref. 9) and is

for T < 250C

MH = 1960 ;



for 250 C < T < 727 0 C

MH = 6.48x103 - 23.6 (T + 273.15)

+ 3.29x10-2 (T + 273.15)2

- 1.568x10-5 (T + 273.15) 3

for T > 727 0C

MH = 100 ;

where

MH = Meyer Hardness for Zircaloy (MPa); and

T = cladding temperature (oC).

Comparison of these representations for both materials is shown in

Fig. A-5.

A.6 CLADDING CREEP STRAIN RATE

The SS304 cladding creep relation was taken from Ref. 11 with

some modifications and approximations. The correlation was obtained

by differentiating the steady state representation for annealed SS304

and is

c = f C p ; and
g c g

C = 1.4504x10 - 31 [1.25 - 2.2x0 - 3 (T - 177)] ;
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where

*c -1
g = generalized creep strain rate (s );
g

fc = creep acceleration factor (dimensionless);

C = creep coefficient (n-MPa/m2 )
-I

2= fast flux (E > 0.82 MeV n/m2. s);

g = cladding generalized stress (MPa); and

T = cladding temperature (oC).

The creep coefficient is represented as a linear approximation to

graphical data supplied in the above reference.

The Zircaloy creep strain rate relation was obtained by

modifying the tangential creep relation taken from Ref. 23. This

relation was developed for 20% cold worked and stress relieved

Zircaloy-2 and has the form

*c m n
= f K m g exp(Bsog) ;

where

-m -n
K = 1.3585 m u exp[-Q /R(T+273.15)] ;

2 Q

Bs = ; and
, - T R(T+273.15)

u = 6.8947 [4.77x103 - 1.906 (l.8T + 32)]

and where

c = generalized creep strain rate (hr)-l
g

fc = creep acceleration factor (dimensionless);



= fast flux (for E > 1 MeV n/m2 .s);

ag = cladding generalized stress (MPa);

u = shear modulus for Zircaloy-2 (MPa); and

T = average cladding temperature (0C).

Constant values are

a = 0.020

m = 0.613

n = 1.130
17 2

o = 0.05x1017 (n/m2 *s)

Q = 8851.5 (cal/mole)

T = 2697.9 (MPa)

A.7 FUEL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY

The uranium dioxide thermal conductivity relation was taken

from EPRI (Ref. 24; see also Ref. 9) and is of the form

3.824 -14 3t
k = PF (402.4 + 6.12x0 (T+273) ; and
F (402.4+T)

PF 1.1316(1-P)
1 +P+10P

where

kF = U02 thermal conductivity (kW/m-K);

PF = porosity factor normalized to 95% TD (dimensionless);

P = fuel fractional porosity (dimensionless); and

T = fuel temperature (0C).

Fuel thermal conductivity and porosity factor are illustrated in

Figs. A-6 and A-7, respectively.
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The fuel conductivity integral was obtained using the above

correlation and 00 C as a reference lower limit. Integration yields

T

kF dT = PF {3.824 kn(l + 40T4) + 1.53x10-14 (T+273)4 - 8.4985x10 -5

o
402where.40

where

fkF dT = U02 conductivity integral

T = fuel temperature (0C).

A graphic representation of this integral

A.8 FUEL THERMAL STRAIN

The fuel thermal strain correlation

taken from MATPRO (Ref. 19; see also Ref.

thermal strain at 250C. This modified rel

(kW/m); and

is given in Fig. A-8.

for uranium dioxide was

9) and normalized for zero

ation is

F = 1.14x10- 11T3 + 2.581xl0-7T2 + 7.107xlO-4T - 1.7929x10 -2  ;

where

T = UO2 thermal strain (%); andF 02

T = fuel temperature (0C).

This relation is plotted in Fig. A-9. The original root of this

equation existed at about 680C yielding a negative 0.0318% strain at

250C. The modification was just the simple addition of this value

to the MATPRO relation.
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A.9 FUEL MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

Uranium dioxide modulus of elasticity was taken from Ref. 25

and references therein. It is expressed as the product of a porosity

dependent relation evaluated at 250C times a temperature dependent

correction factor. The model is

EF = CF [223 (1 - 1.92P)] ;

1 - 1.6x10-4T - 2.0xlO- 8 T2  for T < 20000C
CF= T

0.6 - 0.35 (T - 2) for T > 20000C1000

where

EF = U02 modulus of elasticity (GPa);

P = fuel fractional porosity (dimensionless);

CF = temperature dependent correction factor (dimensionless); and

T = fuel temperature (0C).

The correction factor was fit to graphical data obtained in the above

reference and was found to be better represented by different segments

for T < or > 20000C. The fuel modulus of elasticity relation is shown

in Fig. A-O10 for 100% TD UO02 (zero porosity).

A.O10 FUEL POISSON RATIO

The Poisson ratio for uranium dioxide was calculated by first

calculating the shear modulus (Ref. 25) and using the relation

FF
vF 2GF

GF = CF [84.2 (1 - 1.66P)] ;
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where

vF = U02 Poisson ratio (dimensionless);

EF = U02 modulus of elasticity (from A.10) (GPa);

GF = U02 shear modulus (GPa);

CF = temperature correction factor (same as in A.10); and

P = fractional porosity.

Notice that the temperature dependent correction factor cancels,

leaving only a porosity dependent relation. This is graphically

illustrated in Fig. A-11.

A.11 FUEL DENSIFICATION AND SWELLING

Information on fuel densification and swelling was obtained

from Ref. 26. The simple model assumes maximum densification to a

value of 96.5% TD in the first 2 MWD/kgU local burnup. Half of this

densification occurs linearly with burnup in the first 0.2 MWD/kgU

and the remainder occurs in the next 1.8 MWD/kgU or

for 0 <BL < 0.2 (MWD/kgU)

d = 2 .5BL (96.5 - d ) + d 0
0

for 0.2 <BL < 2.0 (MWD/kgU)

d = (L 0 2 ) (96.5-d o) + 0.5 d + 48.25 ;
3.6 0 0

where

d = fuel density (%TD);

d = beginning of life fuel density (%TD); and

BL = local burnup (MWD/kgU).
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The fuel density remains at this densified value (96.5% TD)

until 10 MWD/kgU. Measurable fuel swelling, due to both solid and

gaseous fission products, is assumed to initiate after this period.

Density relations for burnups greater than 2 MWD/kgU are summarized

as follows

for 2.0 < BL< 10.0 (MWD/kgU)

d = 96.5 ;

for 10.0 <BL < 20.0 (MWD/kgU)

d = 96.5 - 0.148(BL-10o);

for 20.0 < BL < 30.0 (MWD/kgU)

d = 95.02 - 0.145 (BL-20); and

forBL > 30.0 (MWD/kgU)

d = 93.57 - 0.141 (BL-30).

All symbols and units are as above.

It is assumed that both densification and swelling occur iso-

tropically. The above relations are plotted in Fig. A-12 depicting

both phenomenological effects on fuel density with burnup.
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A.12 FUEL VOLUME STRAIN

Fuel tangential volume strain, with respect to a prescribed

reference value at some point in burnup, is calculated using the

following linearized approximation

d
1_ 00 o ; and

v 3 -- d- 1 - vref

d100 0
vref 3 d reref

where

v = incremental or decremental fuel tangential volume
strain (%);

Lvref = reference fuel tangential volume strain (%);

d = BOL fuel density (%TD);

dref = fuel density at some prescribed reference burnup (%TD); and

d = fuel density for burnup values greater than reference
burnup (%TD).

This relation is shown graphically in Fig. A-13 for a reference strain

equal to zero at beginning of life (BOL).

A.13 FILL AND FISSION GAS CONDUCTIVITIES

Individual and mixed fuel-cladding gap gas conductivities were

taken from MATPRO (Ref. 19). The overall thermal conductivity for a

monatomic gas mixture is calculated from

n n X.

kmix = k i/(l + j X

i=l j=l
j~i
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F 1(Mi-M )(Mi-0.142Mj)
4ij = ij 1 + 2.41 (Mi+Mj)2

(M j (M+M .) 2

[1 + (ki/k ) 0 5 (Mi/M )0 2 5 ] 2

ij 2 1.5(1 + Mi/M 0).5

where

kmx = gas mixture thermal conductivity (kW/m-K);m x
n = number of gas components in mixture;

X = component mole fraction;

M = component molecular weight; and

k = thermal conductivity of individual component (kW/m-K).

The three gas components considered in this study are

-6 0.668
kHe = 3.366x10 T 668

kxe = 4.0288x10-8 T0 .872 and

-8 0.923
kKr = 4.726x10 T

where

k = gas thermal conductivity (kW/m.K); and

T = gas temperature (oK).

The above three conductivities are shown in Fig.A-14illustrating

the superior conductivity of helium.
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A.14 FUEL-CLADDING CONTACT CONDUCTANCE

Pellet-cladding mechanical interaction (PCMI) requires an additional

conductance term. The relation used in this study for fuel-cladding con-

tact conductance was taken from Ref. 27 and is

km c 0.5
c R H ;

2 kf kc
km f c  ;and

k- andkm f + kf c

= exp[0.5825 kn(R-lO 6) - 3.598] ;

where

h = fuel-cladding contact conductance ( kW
hc m2.K

kF = fuel thermal conductivity at fuel surface (kW/m-K);

ke = cladding thermal conductivity at inside surface (kW/m.K);

R = fuel surface roughness (m);

Pc = fuel-cladding contact pressure (MPa); and

H = Meyer Hardness of inside cladding surface (MPa).

The variation of contact conductance with fuel surface temperature

is shown in Fig. A-15. Other data used to obtain this graph was taken

from assembly 8-H22 operating at 100% full power at an average core

burnup of 18.6 MWD/kgU. The contact pressure is set to unity so that

variations with this parameter can be found if multiplied by v'r c. It

should be noted that contact pressure and fuel surface temperature may

be strongly coupled, especially for poor gas conductance values.
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B.1 FUEL ROD DESIGN PARAMETERS

The Connecticut Yankee fuel rod design parameters used in this

study (listed below) were supplied by Northeast Utility Service Company.

The lower pressurization value for the stainless steel case is specific

to Connecticut Yankee (Haddem Neck) while the higher value is an esti-

mate for rods in the San Onofre 1 plant. Fuel and cladding roughness

values for both cases, as well as Zircaloy case design values (specific

to Maine Yankee), were taken from Ref. 26.

Connecticut Maine
Design Parameter Yankee Yankee

Cladding Material SS304 Zircaloy-4
Fill Gas Helium Helium
Fill Pressure (kPa) 101.35, 2068.4 2068.4
Fuel Density (%) 95.17 95.00
Fuel Surface Roughness (vm) 0.991 0.991
Cladding Surface Roughness (pm) 1.500 1.500
Fuel Pellet Radius (mm) 4.870 4.782
Cladding Inside Radius (mm) 4.940 4.877
Cladding Outside Radius (mm) 5.359 5.588

B.2 OUTSIDE CLADDING TEMPERATURE REPRESENTATION

Thermal hydraulic and heat transfer calculations necessary to

obtain outside cladding temperature are by-passed by the development

of a simple piece-wise linear relation dependent on local linear heat

generation rate (LHGR) value alone. A more detailed prediction of this

temperature at a particular axial location along a rod requires a great

deal of unavailable data. Therefore, a simple model based on obtainable

data is deemed appropriate and allows straightforward and reasonable

prediction of outside rod temperature essential for further fuel rod

performance calculations.
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Development of the simplified model can be viewed as a two-part

procedure. The first goal is to calculate, as realistically as possible,

actual LHGR and corresponding outside cladding temperature for a given

rod at various power levels. The piece-wise linear model is then ex-

tracted from these results. Both nominal and hot rod cases are developed,

providing some information on model sensitivity anc' the nature of the

final steps in model formulation.

This representation has been utilized in a past fuel performance

study (Ref. 9), the results of which serve as the Zircaloy case pre-

dictor. A summary of this work is provided in Section B.2.2.

B.2.1 Connecticut Yankee Outside Cladding Temperature

The outside cladding temperature model developed for Connecticut

Yankee incorporates a good deal of data characteristic of this unit

(supplied by Northeast Utility Service Company (NUSCO)). Pertinent informa-

tion and methods for its interpretation are summarized below. Actual data

from cycle 8 was used in place of design values if major differences exist.

Thermal-hydraulic Data Value

Core heat output at 100% power (MW) 1825
Coolant system nominal press re (MPa) 13.89
Core effective flow rate (10 kg/s) 11.22
Average coolant velocity along rods (m/s) 3.97
Core average LHGR (kW/m) 18.22
Core average temperature rise (°C) 29.28

Mechanical data - hot Value

Fuel rod outside diameter (mm) 10.77
Fuel rod pitch (mm) 14.36
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The coolant inlet temperature at different power levels is

shown in Fig. B.1. The inlet temperature at 100% FP was

changed to 276.6C and held constant for core powers greater

than this. Core powers ranging from 60 to 140% FP were investigated

to produce sufficient data for model extraction.

Actual axial flux profile information during cycle 8 (core

position J09, 11/15/78) was utilized as axial power profile data. This

is graphically illustrated in Fig. B-2 and assumes the 35 axial nodes

are located at the center of 35 axial sections of active fuel length.

Grid spacer locations are depicted by flux depressions along the

essentially flat profile. It is assumed that this axial power dis-

tribution function is applicable at other core powers.

Bulk coolant temperature and linear heat generation rate (LHGR)

calculations rely on integrated values of this profile. Numerical

techniques, namely Simpson's three-eighths and one-third rules, were

applied with the following assumptions:

- the profile curve may be extrapolated at the beginning
and end of active length as shown in Fig. B-2; and

- values at nodes 1 and 35 are taken as the midpoint
between measured and extrapolated curves and held
constant from these nodes to respective rod ends.

With this information, the bulk coolant temperature at an axial

height, Z, may be expressed as

TB = TI + f AT ;

and

-YII--~-~-- a~ --^-rll..,~~._ ,~_~~_~~~crp~ *nllJI~-~;.
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Z

SF dz

f~of = L - *

F dz

0

where

TB = bulk coolant temperature at channel heig'ht Z (oC);

TI = inlet coolant temperature (°C);

AT = temperature rise for given rod (°C);

f = linear integral fraction of total integrated axial
power distribution;

F = axial power distribution function; and

L = active fuel length (# of axial sections).

With the knowledge of coolant inlet temperature and temperature

rise, the bulk coolant temperature depends only on the function f which

is shown in Fig. B-3.

A linear heat generation rate (LHGR) correlation for this power

distribution may be simply defined as

q' = q' f' Fx-y

q' = T D q" ; and

S Ff, =L
L

l-fFdz

0
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where

q' = local (at height Z) LHGR (kW/m);

q' = core average LHGR (kW/m);

q' = core average heat flux (kW/m 2)

D = fuel rod outside diameter (hot) (m);

f' = local to average power factor (see Fig. B-2); and

Fxy = radial peaking factor ( 1.28 for nominal rod
1.28 for hot rod

It is assumed that the radial peaking factor used in the hot rod

case remains constant in the axial direction.

The 100% FP enthalpy rise for both the nominal and hot rod cases

were obtained using available temperature information and thermodynamic

data (Refs. 28, 29). The average core temperature rise was used for

enthalpy calculations in the nominal case,which served as a base for

generating all other temperature/enthalpy rise data using

Ah = (Ah)o fP Fx-y

where

Ah = bulk coolant enthalpy rise (kJ/kg);

(Ah) o = bulk coolant enthalpy rise for 100% FP nominal case (kJ/kg);

fp = fraction of core full power; and

F xy = radial peaking factor as above.x-y

Inlet enthalpy values were obtained using inlet temperatures

supplied in Fig. B-l, thus, exit enthalpy and corresponding temperature

values could be determined. The previously tabulated value of bulk
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coolant nominal system pressure was used in the above and remaining

analysis (i.e., inlet pressure variations and core pressure drop

ignored).

With coolant pressure and inlet/exit temperatures, all other

necessary bulk coolant inlet/exit properties are characterized.

Further calculations are simplified by employing

average property values defined as

-_ Ah
CP AT

where

Cp = average specific heat (kJ/kg.K);

Ah = enthalpy rise (defined above) (kJ/kg); and

AT = temperature rise (oK).

Also,

- density, p (kg/m3)

- thermal conductivity, k (kW/m.K); and

- dynamic viscosity, ui (kg/m.s);

use the following general form

y Y + ye
Yi +e

y= 2

where

y, Yi' Ye = p, K, or p average, inlet, and exit values, respectively.

Computed property values for all investigated power levels are

given in Table B-1 for the nominal rod case and Table B-2 for the hot rod.



Nominal Rod Averaged Properties

Percent ATcore Ahcore C p k5 kg
Full Power (0C) (kJ/kg) (kJ/kgoK) (kg/m 3 )  (W/mK) (10 m*s

60 18.5 93.5 5.06 760.9 0.587 10.00

80 24.3 124.6 5.14 751.7 0.578 9.84

100 29.3 155.8 5.32 737.1 0.565 9.63

120 34.8 186.9 5.38 731.1 0.558 9.51

140 40.1 218.1 5.44 725.0 0.551 9.42

Table B-2 Hot Rod Averaged Properties

60 23.6 119.6 5.07 757.2 0.583 9.96

80 30.4 159.5 5.25 744.6 0.572 9.76

100 36.9 199.4 5.40 728.7 0.555 9.47

120 43.1 239.3 5.55 720.6 0.547 9.34

140 48.9 279.1 5.71 712.4 0.538 9.26

Table B-1
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All the above informationgis integrated into the final expressions

for outside cladding temperature and are (Ref. 30) for T < Tsat (3360C)

To = h + T ; and

K 8 4
h = .023 -- R 8 P 4 (Dittus-Boilter) ;C D Ce r

and for To > Tsat

60[ q' ].25

T= 3155xlO3D + T (Jens-Lottes)
0o 1.8 exp[P/6.205] sat

where

T 0 = outside cladding temperature (0C);

Tsat = bulk coolant saturation temperature (oC);

TB = bulk coolant temperature (0C);

q' = local LHGR (kW/m);

hC = Dittus-Boelter convective heat transfer coefficient (kW/m 2.k);

Do  = hot fuel rod outside diameter (m);

De  = hydraulic diameter (using hot dimensions) (m);

Re = Reynolds number (dimensionless);

Pr = Prandlt number (dimensionless); and

P = nominal system pressure (MPa).

Axial variation of bulk coolant and outside rod temperatures are

shown in Figs. B-4 and B-5 for the 100% full power nominal and hot rod

cases.
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The final step in model formulation is shown in Fig. B-6 for

the nominal case. The profiles illustrate outside cladding temperature

and corresponding LHGR values along the nominal rod for various core

power levels. The simplified model involves "compressing" this informa-

tion into the piece-wise representation indicated by the heavier

lines. Thus,

for q' < 18 (kW/m)

To = 279 + 1.61 q' ;

for 18 < q' < 29 (kW/m)

To = 308 + 2.73 (q' - 18) ;

and for q > 29 (kW/m)

T = 338

where

T = outside cladding temperature (oC); and

q'= local LHGR (kW/m).

Although the ultimate model choice seems quite arbitrary, its

design reflects the general trend of actual data. The same representa-

tion may be used for the hot rod case (Fig. B-7) and illustrates the

insensitive nature of this model.
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Linear Heat Generation Rate (kW/m)

Figure B-6 Comparison of Connecticut Yankee nominal fuel rod
outside cladding temperature to modeled outside
cladding temperature correlation.
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Figure B-7 Comparison of Connecticut Yankee hot fuel rod
outside cladding temperature to modeled outside
cladding temperature correlation.
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B.2.2 Maine Yankee Outside Cladding Temperature

The model used as the Zircaloy outside rod temperature predictor

was taken from a fuel performance study done by Maki and Meyer for

Maine Yankee (Ref. 9). Since axial power profile data was unavailable,

a chopped cosine distribution was used. The remaining analysis was

done in a fashion similar to that presented in the prior section. The

results are graphically displayed in Figs. B-8 and B-9 and may be

summarized as

T = 282 + 2.6 q' for 0 < q' < 25 (kW/m); and

T = 347 for q' > 25 (kW/m);

where

T = outside cladding temperature (oC); and

q' = local LHGR (kW/m).
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Figure B-8 Comparison of Maine Yankee nominal fuel rod outside
cladding temperature to modeled outside cladding
temperature correlation (from Ref. 9).
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C ANALYTIC CONDITIONING MODEL

A closed form solution for fuel-cladding contact pressure (and

therefore cladding stresses) is derived for stainless steel. The

concept of constant power "conditioned" adopted in this study represents

a state in which the contact pressure has attained a steady state

value (i.e., the fuel and inside rod surfaces deflect at a constant

rate). The model provides a desirable analytic solution which predicts

stress behavior after "just contact" for constant power operation in

the region of fuel swelling (burnup > 10 MWD/kgU). Conditioning time

and differences due to parameter variations may be investigated without

detailed computation. Comparison to code results and discussion of

model approximations/limitations are also given.

C.1 Stainless Steel Conditioning Model

Using the single element model discussed in Section 3.3.1,

the inside cladding deflection from its "just contact" position may

be represented as

ua c1 - c(b-a)] + [Ce(b+a) - Cr(b-a)] ;

a  2 [(b+a) - r 2-a)] +--r

and

1 a + va
Ce =E [(b-a) (b+a

S-I [ a vaCr E (b+a) + (b-a) ]
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where

ua = inside cladding radial deflection (mm);

a = cold BOL inside cladding radius (mm);

b = cold BOL outside cladding radius (mm);

Pc = fuel-cladding contact pressure (MPa);

c c = tangential and radial creep strains, respectively (mm/mm);

v = cladding Poisson ratio;

E = cladding modulus of elasticity (MPa).

Further analysis requires an expression for deflection rate since

the creep strain values depend on an integrated time dependent contact

pressure. Thus,

ua 2 [(b+a) - c(b-a)] + -- [C (b+a) - Cr(b-a)]

where time differentiation is represented by a dot above the appro-

priate symbols.

The creep strain rate relations incorporate single element

stress expressions from Section 3.3.1 and component relations of

Section 3.3.2 (symbols defined therein). Factoring out contact

pressure yields

c C(fp) 2a a o o o

f LPba + (2cy~ - a o )n• = fc 2 c Tb-a) (bEa) + (2 - oz ; and

*c C(f _ 2a a o o)

r c 2 c (b+7a (b-a) r
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where
.C IC
_ , c = tangential and radial creep strain rate components (s-)

fp = fraction of core full power;

2
0o = 100% full power fast flux (E > 0.82 MeV n/m .s);

oooo 0 zero contact pressure cladding stress components (MPa).

The above deflection rate may now be written in the simplified

form of

u = KoPc + K1 fc Pc + K2fc

where

K = [C0(b+a) - Cr(b-a)]/2

Cfpeo a(3b2 + a2
1 t 2 b2 _ a2

Cfeoo o o, o o o,

K2  CfP4 (b+a)(2a o-r- z) - (b-a)(2o r-co )
2 = ft 4 -

ft =8.64 x 104 (s/day) ;

and all symbol definitions are as above.

Under the assumption that the fuel thermal strain remains essen-

tially unchanged (i.e., constant power, negligible contact conductance

effect) and the radial component of volume strain is one-third of the

total volume strain, the fuel surface deflection may be expressed as
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( v l-VF)
F F 3 F EFF

where

uF = fuel surface radial deflection (mm);

RF = cold swelled fuel radius (mm);

FV = fuel volume strain (mm/mm);

Pc = fuel-cladding contact pressure (MPa)

v F = fuel Poisson ratio; and

EF = fuel modulus of elasticity (MPa).

The time dependent relation for volume st

plexity if linearized as

rain may reduce com-

do
Ev C1 -C2t ]- 1

dc

where

d = beginning of life (BOL) fuel density (%TD); and0

t = real time after contact (days).

The coefficients C1 and C2 are determined from the appropriate

density relation supplied in Section A.11 (applicable in the fuel

swelling region). The general form is

d = d -A(B L - B)

;
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where

d = local fuel density (%TD);

BL = local fuel burnup (MWD/kgU); and

d1,A,B = constants as defined in Section A.11.

By using the following two relations

BL =BL N
B L= B L+ F AB

0 Q C

and core burnup after "just contact" (MWD/kgU)

ABc = 2.825 x 102 fp t

the burnup dependent form may be redefined as

d = C1 - C2 t

L 0-2 N
= [d1-A(Bo-B)] - [2.825 x 10 fp A F ] t

where

L
BL = local burnup at "just contact" (MWD/kgU);

F N = local nuclear heat flux hot channel factor at 100% full power; and
Q

fp = fraction of core full power;

and all other symbol definitions are as above.

The constant power assumption also restricts FN to remain constantQ
over the conditioning interval. It should also be noted that the co-

efficient in the core burnup expression converts core EFPD to MWD/kgU.
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Taking the time derivative of fuel surface deflection and

equating it to the inside cladding deflection rate results in the

following differential equation

K f F1-K f
+ 1c P 1 2c

c K +F c K +F
0 0 0 0

where

F = RF (l-vF)/E F

F1 = RF d C2/3 C1

and all other symbols are as previously defined in this section.

Using the boundary condition of zero contact pressure at a

"just contact" reference time of zero, contact pressure behavior takes

the form

(F 1/K) - (K2 /K ) fcp -=
c f Ccc

where the time constant is

T = (K0 + Fo)/K 1 fc

(1 - et/T)

and where

P = fuel cladding contact pressure (MPa);

S= "conditioning" time constant (days); and

t = real time after contact (days).
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Variation in cladding hoop stress may now be simply calculated using

the relations of Section 3.3.1, thus

a o + ae (b-a) Pc

The results of this equation for creep acceleration factors of

11, 55, and 110 are given in Fig. C-1 for a non-pressurized rod and in

Fig. C-2 for the pressurized case. The values used to generate these

curves are given in Table C-1.

While analytic and computational results agree well for the

pressurized case (see Fig. 4-5), notable differences exist without

pressurization (see Fig. 4-4). The complex thermal behavior, encountered

when contact conductance appreciably alters overall gap conductivity,

has not been accounted for in the above model. However, once the gap

thermal characteristics "stabilize" (i.e., increased contact pressure

has minimal impact on fuel surface temperature), the model predicts

curve shape and steady state pressure values reasonably well. A more

detailed discussion of code results is found in Section 4.
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Figure C-1 Hoop stress variation for unpressurized SS304 as predicted by the
analytic conditioning model.
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Figure C-2 Hoop stress variation for pressurized SS304 as predicted by the
analytic conditioning model.
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Table C-1

Value

Symbol Definition No Prepress. Prepress.

E Cladding Elastic Modulus 177.39 177.39
(GPa)

Vc Cladding Poisson Ratio .38 .318

Ef Fuel Elastic Modulus 169.35 173.19

Vf Fuel Poisson Ratio .301 .301

0o Zero Contact Cladding -7.86 -9.75r Radial Stress (MPa)

Co Zero Contact Cladding -188.50 -142.12
Tangential Stress (MPa)

oa Cladding Axial Stress (MPa) -98.18 -75.93

°  Fast Flux
(E > 0.1 MeV - ) 1.379x0 1 8  1.379x0 18

m-s

Tavc  Cladding Average 340.4 340.4
Tave Temperature (oC)

R Cold Swelled Fuel 4.890 4.890
Radius (mm)

BL Local Burnup (MWD/kgU) 27.16 27.16

Unpressurized case results:

140.8 f + 1317.2 -tf /397.4
a (MPa ) = c (1 - e ) - 188.5

Pressurized case results:

99.1 fc + 1269.8 -tf /381.4
0 (MPa) = L c (1 - e ) - 142.1
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D. STRESS COMPUTER CODE

The following section reviews the input format and procedure for

use of the STRESS code. As stated in Section 3.1, the code capabilities

are versatile and two-fold. However, some changes may improve its

versatility and allow parametric studies made more readily. Computa-

tion time may also be reduced by use of the stainless steel analytic

conditioning model of Section C.1.1. Sample output is given in

Section D.2 and a listing is supplied in Section D.3.

D.1 Input Procedure and Format

The STRESS code listing supplied in Section D.3 is designed to

run on the Multics System (Honeywell Fortran compiler). The input is

entered entirely from an interactive on-line terminal (for long term

cladding creepdown/fuel swelling to initial hard contact behavior) or

accompanied by file input (designated FILE 7 for conditioning, ramping,

and maneuvering calculations). The first input data is the program

selection,

I 1 for condition and ramp.
nprog =

2 for creepdown to contact.

The second input data value designates the desired creep factor, fc'

as mentioned in Section A.6. These options are given in Table D-1

for each material. Since these factors are prescribed, one improve-

ment to the code would be to enter the actual creep multiplication

factor desired. This could be done by changing the input format to

read a floating point variable designated "accel" (changed from "mod")

and the variable list and logic of Subroutine Creep.
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Creep Acceleration Factor Options

Creep Factor

SS304 Zircaloy

2.3

5.8

220

110

11.5

23.1

57.7

115.5

Not recommended for use due to accuracy criteria.

Table D-1

Input
Value
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If the program selection "nprog" is equal to 2, the only other

interactive data input is for cladding material selection, or

1 for SS304.
mat =

2 for Zircaloy.

No information is required from file 7 and program execution begins.

All other information is supplied internally in program statements or

block data. These must be edited if alternate values are necessary.

If the program selection."nprog" is equal to 1, information

from file 7 is read. This file contains the following variables:

mat = cladding material;

number = number of ramping or maneuvering cases;

pow = fraction of full power (%);

bc = prescribed cumulative core burnup (MWD/kgU); and

days = EFPD to condition cladding prior to ramping
or maneuvering.

The remaining input from file 7 is the number of ramps in each case,

the initial and final power of each ramp or maneuver, and the time

between these power levels. The input format for this information

may be found in the program listing.

This option is not available for Zircaloy.
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D.2 Sample Output

This section illustrates the output for an unpressurized stainless
steel fuel rod conditioned at 100% fuel power. As mentioned previously,
these results pertain to operation characteristic of Connecticut
Yankee assembly 8-H22.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

S FUl./..CLADDING ..USTCONTACT DTA * *

! OPERA'TING CONDITIONS
S-.---- ....... ............... ....-............. ...-....... . . .. . .... ..--

! BIl.1k. coolan-t F-ressure (M 'a ) 14,. 92
! He li..um f i. l p ressre (MF:a) 0.101 (0.203 HOT)
! C 1 a d -f.. e I cont n t r.'e-t ".-.-ss.. r e (M Fa) 0.000
S% F,..11 z-ower operatiorn I 10010
SLocal I..GR (kW/m) ! 26.44
SCore aver --Tie bu rn.j., ( MD./kI.i ) .1. 60
! Rel assembl.,' b..irrL..i , (MW./ P...iU ) ! .1.8.42 I
! Local/miax FQN br..iru..iP (MWD/k:U) 1 27.16 I

SFILL AND FISSION GASf RELEASE DATA !

SFr a c:tior' rele .a sed 0,.1669
H e I i u.. m o le f r ctio r, 0.130 i

! Xenon mo le f ra J .)-, 0 739
!K r Pto n m o 1 e f Tract :i. on ! 0.131 :
... ...... .............. .... ---.-.---- --. --.....-.-.-------

AVERAGE HOT M tAIFrtIAI.. r:' ROPFrTIES I

! SS 304 1 FUEL !
! ! ...........~~~I- ............-..-................

|,4.

Yours'ts rmodui.us (GF::) 177.390 1 169.350
SPoi sson ratio ! 0.318 I 0.301 !
SInside c 1d Meer rd.,s s ( F:':; 11. 39 26 ! !
I S.. rf ce T O. Ih "es s ( ,.I.i 1.50 1 0.99

I ~D I M E N S I10 N, :'*.!l V A L. UI:1:7 C%

|~~~~~~~~~ ~~ ~~~~~ .. .. .. .. ..... . .. . .. .... ....... .. .... ... .... .... .... ... .... ... .. ....... .... ... .... .. ................ ...... .. .o . ........ .... ... ... .... ,. ....! uIMEIri~ONS./V~IUES
! .OL.. CO.... - HOT/CON I

Sut.it- i de c I i d r i.- d i. u s (mm) 5.3590 5.3478
I Ins:i de c . d radi. .I.:; (mIn) 4.9400 ! 4.9226

SO..ut side f .. el r'i..:i. u:; (mm) I 4.8 700 4.9226
C I .d--- f",.;: .. C- (i .im) _ 70.000 i 0.000

SF fe I dens.i t.. ( % W) 95.170 1 93.982
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Fuel/cladding "just contact" data continued.

------------------

! ELEMENT STRESS/STRAIN/TEMPERATURE VALUES !
1------------------------------------------------------I

! Radial stress (MF'a) ! -7.86 !
I Tangential stress (MPa) I -188.50 !
! Axial stress (MPa) ! -98.18
1 Thermal strain (%) 1 0.6145 !
! Elastic strain - R (%) ! 0.0469 !
! Elastic strain - T (%) ! -0.0873 !

! Creep strain - R (%) i 0.8053
! Creep strain - T (%) ! -0.8053 !

1 Total strain - R (z) ! 1.4667
I Total strain - T (%) -0.2780 !
! Outside radial deflection (urn) i --11.244 !
! Inside radial deflection (umn) -17.390
! Inside mech. deflection (urn) -43.156 P
! Outside clad temr-erature (C) ! 331.02 !
! Inside clad temperature (C) ! 350.35 !
1 Average clad temperatuLre (C) 1 340.44

! FUEL STRESS/STRAIN/TEMPERATURE VALUES

; Radial stress (MPa) ! -0.20 !
! Tangential stress (MF ) ! -0.20 !
I Axial stress (MPa) ! -0.20
! Thermal strain (%) i 0.6581
! Elastic strain (%) ! -0.0000 !
! Total strain (%) ! 0.6580 !
! Outside radial def'lection (urn) ! 32.179
! Outside fuel temperature (C) ! 447.74 !
! Fuel centerline temperature (C) ! 1075.35



* * TRANSIENT DATA FOR CONSTANT POWER AT 100.00 (% FP) *

CREEP MODEL : 4 ! STRAIN (%) !DEFLECT ! TEMP ! STRESS I
CLAD MATERIAL :* SS304 ! CLAD-RT/FUEL ! (um) 1 (C) ! (MPa)

--------------------------------------------- +--------+-------+-------I
STEP ! FLUX ! EFPD ! THERMAL I UO ! TO ! SR !
TIME IFLUENCE ! BU-C ! ELASTIC ! U1 ! TO ! ST 1

% POWER ! Ulmech I BU-R ! CREEP/SWELL i U2 ! T2 ! SZ
LHGR ! Pc ! BU-L ! TOTAL !HOT GAP ! TCL ! SG !

-- +-.---.----+-.--.-----+-------------.----------+--------+.-------!

0 ! 1.379 ! 658.50 ! 0.6145 0.6145 0.6406 I -11.23 I 331.0 ! -7.,39 !
0.00 ! 6.10 ! 18.60 ! 0.0468 -0.0870 -0.0001 ! -17.37 ! 350.4 !.-187.97 !

100.00 ! -43.16 ! 18.42 ! 0.8053 -0,8053 -0.0000 ! 31.33 ! 435.9 ! -98.18
26.44 1 0.05 . 27.16 ! 1.4666 -0.2777 0.6406 ! 0.00 11055.8 . 155.95 -1

...... .--...- . ......---.-- ..--.-.....-..----------------- + ------- +--------

9 ! 1.379 ! 661.87 ! 0.6144 0.6144 0.6127 1 -12.95 ! 331.0 1 -8,11
3.38 ! 6.14 ! 18.70 ! 0.0457 --0.0838 -0.0003 ! --19.25 ! 350.3 !-182.35

100.00 ! -45.20 18.53 ! 0.8437 .... 0.8434 0.0072 ! 30.30 I 417.0 ! --98.18 
26.42 1 0.52 ! 27.30 ! 1.5037 -0.3127 0.6197 ! 0.00 11023.7 ! 150.93-...-......... .......-----... ------ +-.-...-.-.-----.-----------------

10 1 .379 % 665.25 ! 0.6143 0,6143 0.5709 ! -12.64 ! 330.9 !,-10.59
6.75 1 6.19 ! 18.79 ! 0.0334 -0.0490 -0.0023'! '-19.03'!" 350.2 !-1#1.57

100.00 ! --46.78- ! 18.64 ! 0.8775 -0.8728 0.0145 ! 28.51 ! 388.1 ! -98.18
26.40 5.*68 ! 27.44 ! 1.5251 -0.3076 0.5830 I 0.00 ! 974.9 ! 101.34

.---+--------+-4.-----.-+------------.-----------.-----------------.--!
27 ! 1.379 ! 668.62 f 0.6142 0.6142 0.5637 ! -12.29 ! 330.8 ! -12.01 I

10.13 ! 6.23 ! 18.89 ! 0.0263 -0.0291 -0.0035 ! -18,76 ! 350,1 ! -86,68 
100.00 ! -47,54 ! 18.76 ! 0.9029 -0.8865 0.0217 ! 28.46 383.3 ! -98.18 !
26.38 ! 8.64 I 27.57 ! 1.54;4 -0.3015 0.5819 ! 0.00 1 966.2 ! 81,04 !

-+--------+-----+-- --------------- +--------+-------+---------

36 ! 1.379 ! 672.00 ! 0.6.140 0.,6140 0.5604 ! -11.92 ! 330.8 ! -12#88 !
13.50 1 6.27 ! 18.98 ! 0.0220 -0.0169 -0.0043 1 -18.46 1 350.1 ! -65,24 !

100.00 ! -47488 ! 18.87 1 0.9241 -0.8922 0.0289 !, -28.61 ! 381,1 ! -98,18 I
26.36 1 10.45 ! 27.71 ! 1.5602 -0.2950 0.5851 ! 0.00 1 962.0 1 74.51
--------.------+----+----------------------------+------------------------I

45 ! 19379 ! 675,37 I 0.6139 0.6139 0.5585 I -11.55 I 330.7 I -13.41 1
16.88'! 6.31 ! 19.08 ! 0.0193 -0.0094 -0.0047 1 -18.15 ! 350.0 ! -52.06 !

100.00 I -47.95 ! -18.98 I 0.943W -0,8929 0.0362 I 28.85 !-380.0- 1 -98.18 1
264.34 1 11,57 I 27,85 I 1.5759 -0.2883 0.5899 1 0.00 ! 959,5 1 73,51 !

SI q . .

w .



Transient conditioning data continued.

... c - - -~ ~.I~p - f.--.--------------...--t--..-.---.---±-----.-.--±---..-.-..-,r - r t , ,r ,rr~, u r r r , r~~r rr, u r

54 ! 1.379 ! 678,75 ! 0.6138 0.6138 0,5573 !
20.25 ! 6.35 ! 19.17 ! 0.0177 -0.0047 -0.0050 !

100.00 ! -47.87 ! 19.09 ! 0.9597 -0.8905 0.0434 1
26.32 ! 12.26 ! 27.99 ! :1.5912 -0.2815 0.5957

... .. ............... ..... -.... -- ---- +. ............ ...... ... . ....-

63 ! 1.379 ! 682,12 ! 0.6136 0,6136 0.5564 !
23.63 ! 6.39 ! 19.27 0,0167 .... 0,0019 .... 0,0052 !

100.00 ! 47.68 ! 19.21 0,.9757 .... 0,8863 0.0506 !
26.30 ! 12,68 I 28.13 ! 1,.6060 -0.2746 0.6019

. ...... .. .. ....................... .................... .... .......... . . ........................---...... . ......-- F --
72 1.379 1 685,50 ! 0.6135 0.6135 0.5558

27.00 I 6.43 I 19.37 I 0.0161 -0.0002 -0.0053 !
100.00 ! -47.44 ! 19.32 ! 0.9910 -0.8809 0.0578 !

26.28 ! 12.94 1 28,27 ! 1.6206 --0.2676 0.6083 !
. . .- - .-........ .... ......... ............... - .....

80 ! 1,379 ! 688,50 ! 0.6134 0.6134 0.5553 1
30.00 ! 6.46 ! 19.45 ! 0,0157 0,0008 -0,0053 !
100,00 ! -47.19 ! 19.42 ! 1.0044 -.0,8756 0.0643 !
26,26 ! 13.08 ! 28.39 ! 1.6335 -0*2614 0,6142 !

-11.16 ! 330.7 ! -13.74 1
-17.83 ! 349.9 --43.97 !
29.13 1 379.3 --98.18 !
0,00 1 957.9 ! 74.10 !

------+------------.-!
---10.77 ! 330,6 ! -13.95
-17.50 ! 349.9 ! -38.99
29.43 ! 378.9 ! --98.18
0.00 ! 956.6 ! 74.92

. . .... ... . .. . .... ...... !
--10.38 ! 330,6 ! -14.07
-. 17.17 ! 349,8 ! .... 35,94
29.75 ! 378.6 ! -98.18 
0.00 ! 955,5 ! 75.59

-10.04 ! 330.5 ! -14.14
-16.88 ! 349.7 I -34.24
30.04 ! 378.4 ! -98.18 !
0.00 1 954.7 ! 76.01

All units as in PreviouIs table
FLUX in 10E18 (n/m**2 s)
FLUENCE in 10E25 (n/m**2)
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* CONDITIONED ROD DATA -30.0 CORE EFPD AFTER CONTACT *

OPERATING CONDITIONS I

Bulk coolant Pressure (MPa) 14.925 !
SHelium fill Pressure (MPa) 0 ,101 (0.203 HOT) I
Clad-fuel contact Pressure (MPa) 13,084 !

S% Full Power operation 100.0 !
SLocal LHGR (kW/m) 26.26 

Core average burnuR (HMWD/I.4U) 19,45 !
Rel. assemblw burr..inuP (MWD/kI.:.J) 19.42
Local/max FON burn..i (MW4D/k: U) 28.39

! FILL AND FISSION GAS RELEASE DATA

SFraction released I 0.1699 !
Helium mole fraction I 0.122 !

I Xenon mole fraction 1 0.746 !
Kr.pton mole fraction 1 0.132

AVERAGE HOT MATERIAL PROPERTIES

SSS 304 ! FUEL !
! ----------- +----------

SYoung's modulus (GPa) I 177.432 ! 172.798 !
Poisson ratio 1 0,318 ! 0.301 !
Inside clad Meyer hardness (MPa) ! 1140,08 I !
Surface roughness (.um) 1,.50 ! 0.99 1

1- -- -- - ---- - - . .--.-.----.- - ----- ---------- 1

DIMENSIONS/VALUIJES !

! BOL COLD ! HOT/COND !
S.----- -+.-..---.----

SOutside clad radius (mm) ! 5.3590 ! 5,3490 !
! Inside clad radius (mm) ! 4.9400 P 4.9205 !
1 Outside fuel radius (mi,) P 4.8700 I 4.9205 !
I Clad-fuel ap (um) 70.000 ! 0.000 !
! Fuel density (% TD) 1 95.170 !' 93.804 !
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Conditioned rod data continued.

ELEMENT STRESS/STRAIN/TEMF'ERATURE VALUJES !

SRadial stress (MiPa) -14.14 !
Tanential stress (MPa) I -34.24 !

SAxial stress (MF"a) -98.18 !
Thermal strain (%) I 0.6134 !

SElastic strain - R (%) I 0.0157 !
SElastic strain .... T (%) ! 0.0008
SCreerp strain - R () ! 1.0044
! Creep strain- T (%) 1 -0.8756 !
STotal strain - R (%) 1 1.6335 !
Total strain- T (%) ! -0.26(14

SOutside radial deflection (umr) ! -10.036 !
Inside radial deflection (um) ! -19.533 !

1 Inside mech. deflection (jum) i -47.191 !
Outside clad temper.ture (C) i 330.52 !
Inside clad temperature (C) I 349.73 !
Average clad temPerature (C) ! 339.89 !

FUEL STRESS/STRAINI/TEMFERATIJRE VALUES

I Radial stress ( M FI ) --13.29
1 Tarnfential stress (MIF'a) ! -13.29

Axial stress (MPaF) -0.20
SThermal strain (%) 1 0.5553

Elastic strain (%) 1 -0.0053
SInc. volume strain (%) 1 0.0643
STotal strain (%) I 0.6142
SOutside radial d-flectir.on (,.in) 1 30.036
SOutside fuel temrPer'ature (C) ! 378.44
SFuel centerline terf}-'eat'.'tUre (C) 954.75



D.3 STRESS Computer Code Listing15

con'mon'/ramo/oranc11.2) tramo(!C)

commeoc/spine/sl(9,-))
commo/ f ence/f' c(b L)it f x(7)of fc on
com'ncn/ zqas/ IrZ (7,3)

C

* turqbUl Ibcibcc I consconv *tyst Itx9 tnf it xv, 'Ifxx* J vs
cornfor/s Iress , EMCeM IVC*Vf cr '. Iff ruffe

* hn,hsrd,rG*r. -or 2rfooul. aao, Cler inidnew
commcn/sltress I./sr-est sz vsq Ie Ir 911tiptscecro ect 9e sf,

* tsftevfvevoldoetotfsecre-r~ecretiecrtran, ecttcao
commoi,/s tress4/iC , i. aoiOW. oowi, deloows

* el tjmveramnp'A. t-,tip t"'tavc~eccrtsecontect
common/ croq~/n rcro-i

C
C

C
ri t=11

C
read( (5,2 15%)ooreq
read ( 5, 25) 'nod
if (noroE.1qoto 4.j

1.0 read(7,aC ,end~l Zj)rn3tnumbervccwlvbcdays
20 forimat(ii12, f.1.2a,'7.2)
25 format(i 4

C
qolo 45

40 read(5925)iat
45 if (ma!t.eo.2)ucto, 50

C
C SS304. rc dat-a
C

r0=5, 350.
r±=4. 40
r2=4, 870
den=95, !7
cru f f1 =I* 5
fruff=*C.9
of 1 112068*4
pbulk=t4 .925
h ar d= 5 7..I

co v=2. 825e-2
qoto 60

C
C Zirc roo data
C
50 rO=5.58e

r-,=4, V7
r2=4,782
ceri=45. O
cruff. 5i08
fruff=t. 9911

cb u Ik = 5 . 5
coriv=2 * 94e-Z

60 continue
Lf(noroq.ecn.C')qotc '.5GO

153
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C
C nit = number of bi-sections
C roroq = croqram selection
C 1 = ccndition and ramno
C 2 = creenoown to contact
C mod = creeo acceleration factor selection (see sibre.tine creer
C mat = claddinq material selecticn (I = SS304 = Zircalcy)
c rumber = Iumber of ca ses
C cavs = EFPO tc "conaLtiorn" CliedcinQ
C cow = fraction of ful I ocwer ()
C bc = core burnuo (mWO/kaU)
c rO = 0L col Outside clad radius (mm)
c ri = 80L cold inside clad radjus (mm)
C r2 = 0qOL cold outside fuel radivs (Mrm)
C den = 90L fuel density (%TO)
c cruff = clad surface rouohness (urn)
c fruff = fuel surface rouqhness (urn)
C ofIll = eOL fill cas oressure (kPa)
C Obulk = coeratinq rominal coolart pressure (MPa)
C
c
C
C
C
C
C
c Pain crcqram for fuel/claddinq "'lust contact" ccrditions
C

tc=bc-da ys*corv
call occnd(matebcvafo)
ac=af o'c ow/ "00,

call burn(,Omatqbcbutlbur)
call I rfuelc(r2.den,bul,rfodn)
call qas (mat bul ,9bur, of i I I)
tO=tero 0 mat, cc)
call cts(matcc,rtOrittl,tavcemc,tsc)
bn=hardn (mat, t,hardl
f1 =ofl I 1(1.e-3)

iq=2.o1f I
cgn=-og
cc=0.
call ces(matrvrIpocoQobulIkt.t3vc, ec vc e I r, e I t,
* sr, stsz, econr, econt) I

qao=O.
t2=ti

00 tola=t2
call temo2(mateac,rfo,t,t2,crtff,fruffoc.aodrhn)
diff=told-tZ
if ( di ff) 200,700,300

200 t2=told+100.
qoto I0G

300 I=0
tI =told100.
tr=told

400 tmid=(t I +tr)/2.
t2=tmid
call tewc2(matoc,rfot ., tZ,cr f f, ff, f voc, .oedr,nn)
1=141
ift().eq.nitiqcto 703
Ci f f=tmia-tZ



500 tl~tmid 155
qoto 4GO

660 tr=1mid
goto 400

700 call V1es(1cirtcqt2,ooco'1,dnoemfovfotsfdsf.cf)
e V 1 =0.,
evold=(aen/dn-!.)/3*
call cut'h(Cl

C
C
C Pain crcqram for fuel /conditioned claaoiri iimienoiors
C

call Itlux(matCu-bc~f lx-etif
1case=0
tcontbc
ecrtran~ecr
ect 1ran=ect
cr airo1=cow
Ce Ioaw=0.s
Cel tim=O*ayS* 4 .G./ow
Iva l=5* (.* +davs*50, /oow)
call solve(icaseqdeltifnvival .qr5,tt5I
ecrecr+r5
ct~ect+ 15

tc~bco

call oulI)
C
C
C Pain arcqrami for trans~ient values
C

if(numt~er~en.O)qoto J60
call V lux(qie1bc,flIx~tnf)
CO 903 icase=1inumber
read(7, ICO ) nramo
read(7.,00) ( (ramomn) n=12) rn=jqnrem0).

*(tramo (r) *n=1,onramo)
tne wbc
co 93J iramnol1rramo
bconbn ew
If firaonee!Jcoro 830
eertran ecr
ecttran~ect

800 cramc=cramo( iraro.)
ce Ipow=(aramp (iramo, 2-)- arampZAl)
del tirn=trano ( iramo)
Iva I =.C- U etrawp(jramo) /48*) -abs We I ow)
call sclve(jcasetdeltjm,jvalgiremor5,t5)
ecrtran=ecrtran+r5
ecttranectrzn* tS
bnew~occ

900 continue

1±00 format( 1t7.7)
qoto 10

1400 ccntinue
qo~ 17U'0

C
C
C Pain arcqram for cla'ldinq creercown Tc contact



±500 ~c0. 156

cq=2.4 of I
rqn=-zci
e vo I d =O0
ecr=G o
ect=0 .
vow±ioa
cral.=cow
delI ow= g.
rf or2
Cnden
call burpC(,wvatv Is.Opnu 1 tur)
call flux(mtvl,0G.0, Iwvtof)
do ±600 4b=1,3

bcbu (1 tz )
bconbc
ecrtranecr

days=(bu (lbpkb)-hu (tI 91/co
cel tivncays*42.*
ivalI daysconv*4.
call solIve( C, elt1it,ivyelv*ib,
ecrecr+r5
ectect +t5-

±6083 cortinue
stoo

±1700 continue
end

fly

r5,v 15 )

c Soluticr to differential 'eauaticn
C

subroutine solve(IcaseodettIm, ival ,iramQr5,T5)
din'ensicr csrrf4),csrt(4)
common/c roq/n croq
frnafrclvz 1+1
Civ=iva I
cel tx~o tim/Oiv
If( ncroq.ea.2)aoto, 5L 0

c=a / (b

c i I"~ b

lb=i
500 tim=O

sro=3.

co 93 k=2

ca Il cl adsr ( f imlsrogs to-crL. oct1)



csrr ( Ic ) cr,.. 157
csrt (I c )ctl

1f (rorc.ea.(- )qcTc 73t3
lo= Ib+l skio+ I a
if ( Ilo~ne I Ic) a ctc 8j0
IsteO= C-1
cal Ic ut Z (ic as e ir&amnrrarno, I StCn)
lb=lIo
lad~l al-!.
If (lad, le.OD) ta=G
qolo 830

700 call cut2-(icaseoiramio-omranoo,..C0O0o)
800 if(k.ea.5')aOtc 900

tsssto +rkt. 2.tI
calIl c Ia dsr(t Irss.1ss~cr2*ct2)
rkr2=del tx~cr2
rkti2=delI tx~ct 2
rss=sro+rkrZ/ e.
itsssto~rkt2/2.*
call clIa dsr (t terssvtss.9cr3.cl3)
rkr 3=de I tx*cr 3
rkt3=delI tx~ct3l
ttti'p+oG li
rss=sro 4rkr 3
tsssto 4rkt 3
call claosr(ttvrss~tssqcr4,cT4)
r)kr4=de I tx~cri.
rkt4=delI 1x4 c11

tiIV=tt
sr~r+(k.,.+*rk22e*k3rr)6
stosto+ (rkt L2srkt 2**rk3+rt.)/6.b

900 cor'tirue
cri~csrr (I)
cr2~=csrr (2)
cr3=csrr(3)
cr4=csrr (4)
ctl=csrt (1)
ct2=csrt (2)
ct3=csrt (3)
ct4=csrt (4)
r4=src
t4 = sto
do 1130 k=59miramnc
r5=r4+deitx*(55.#cr4.59.$cr3+37. 4 cr2m3.*crlJ/2si.
l5=14+de Itx* ( .5S.ct4-59. *ct3+37.*ct2-9.'cl) /24.
tt~ttde ltx
call claosr(ttvr~,t~cr5*ct5)
r5=r4+deltx*(.*cr5+i.*cr4-5. 4 cr%+cr-)/L..
t5=t4+de I x4 (9.*ct54 -19. ct4-5.*ct3+ct?) /2k..
ca Il cl aosr (t vr5,t5 -Pcr5 vct5)
if (noroq~en*Z2laoto 950
loilb+iskiv4la
If (Ione k) qcto 1000
Is +eo= I c-.
cal I ut 2Ucase* irmn.,eramo Is Iec))



I b =Io 158
I aa=I ad-i
if (I 3d.Ie*G )IA=C
qoto 1000O

950 cal I ute_ ei m ,9m moV EjG

:10 00 c r' =c r2
cr 2=cr3
cr."R= cr4
cr4=cr5
cti~ctz
ct2=CT3
ct3=ct4
ct4=ct5
r4=r5
t4=t5

1100 continue
return
en d

C
C
c Clad strain rate and transient values
C

C
subroutine cl adsr(twx'srxvstwvcrxjctx)
comon/stress/matinodvnitDIoDCnfl ,ofi 14 ontvlk,

Sburobul ,bc~bc,tcor~convwtx, f I xetnf -f xx, 'tfX'cd3VS
comcn/stress/emcoenmf~vcovfcruff,fruff9

ShnvhardorGqr1, r2vrovu.,qaOqderpdnqdnew~
comimon/ stress 3/srpstv szqscvelrqe Itit sc~ecr,ecrpest,

* s fievf ,evol d~etnt fecrervecre1 ecrtrantecttra,
commvon/ streSS4/oc, otf 0,00W ,o o'i ,del 0W,

*deltjrpicramo'!,tO~t1,t2,otaVCtecorrve--ontoct
con'mcn/ croo/ncroq
tx~1xxc
cowi~de I ow~tv'/deltI m+aramnI
bccbcon(conv~txc~powi/!C0./24.)
call I ccrd(matjbcopofo)
acjtQf ocowi/1O00
call burrCI 9m at -vbcov bul 9bur)
callI rf ueIc (r fo~dnpbu I rduqtvdne%)
evf=(der/dne".'I*) /3.-,evo la
cal Iq as (matvbulobur-PofjllI)
if(naroqeo.~.)qoto 5a
call f luv(matxI.,bcovf I x-vtnf)
fxxcf lx
tfxx~tnf
qoto 63

50 fxxtflxoowi/±00*

60 tOtemoG (rat-*ci)
call cts (at q c,rOr~tC ti tvc,emc tsc
call ces(rmattrOgr1,ocgoqvnbullktavclenmcqvcoegroe II

*sr. sl~sz-vecoor~econt)
eac=(eccr~t(r+r~qj.-econr*(rG -r1))/2,
ecrerecrtr an~srx,
ecretecttran 45txc
ear= ( tsc~ei r+icr er)
eat=(tsc~el t.ecret)

hn=hardr (n'a t, tI -Phzrd)
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i f (OQ *.5

tadiO)
t2=tI.
call f tes(nij9rf ~o 9 , oscqpd1,*urmf sv fttsfs zsfct)
etotf=(tst+esftDc~cf~evt)
rfth~r to4 (I. +e tot f
uA=ua+oc~eac

If (qao)200,3009300
200 cc= (rfo4(i.+,tsf+esf+evf)-ri.-ua)/(eaC'rfo4 Cf)

qap=0.
qoto 4.00

300 cc=0.
40a cat l tenmgZ(matci~rfoU~vt2*cruff fruf focqaldrtr

,di ttol d-t2
I f ( di f f3 ) 503 , OC~ 3,64")

500 12=told+1ad
qoto 1.30

600 if Oktunc~ea,0)cQoto 650

t2=to d-tad

650 1, =

trtold
700 tmiLd=( t I + tr)/2

t2= tm d
call f t es(a r f o st 2,ocl c q dv em f It sf es fc f)
etotf=(tsf+esf~oc~cf+evf)
r fh=r fo * (1,,+etot f
ul~ua4oc~eac

a(r., u: *)r f t, (1. e+ 3)

800 gao=00
cc= (r fo*(1.s+ ts f +es 1+ ev I) -r.& ua/(eacnr foDcf)
qoto 10C1

900 Oc0.
1000 cal I Itew~c2(w!at oerf o itt,t2,cr.jf f fru fpcvQao,drqh

1= 141
lf(joqe~rit) qolo 1300

1050 Cifttmid-t2
if (di If ) 10.o103 9 3CC, 12r..

1100 tl~tmld
qoto 700

1200 tr'tmIl
qoto 700

1300 If(l.ec.il.and.oe1.O.*G)aOto IG53
call ces(matir0,r4AocoqobulikqvteIcvctelrte It,

Ssr, st ,s z,ec orrec onT
call ftes(ajgrfcot2,locgnqodnveitf.vfttsfCsffC)
etotf=(tsf~esf+cccf+evf)
rfhrfo* (1.+e tot f)
Ut&1ua+nc~eac
sq=(((sr-st 3 * 24(st-s '3 T * (sz- sr)*)/ 3* 3 *
call c. E~o(mat,Tcdtsrost.5zsq, fxxitavcocrxoc lx)
return
en d

'3

f- )
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C
C

C
C Cata dieclaraqtio, suto-oiran
C

block data
corn~on/burnuo/bu (6.6) ,bla(I12 , 6) ,gttot (2 .*2 4)

comvmcn/fsas/wt(3),cd(3),tm(3),freI
con'non/splin4Isol (9,5)
comnion/ f Iuence/f x(6.., t fx (7) v I con
comrncn/Zq~s/fmqz (7, 3)

C
C FQN values for assemoly 8-H27
C

data ((t la(m~n) ,n=1..4)qrn1q3)/
" 1.372,1.i33 ,13334.-324. L.74.%1.597,

C
C Relative assem~bly cower values
C

cata ((b la(wE,n) ,n=1q4) ,rn4L.,b P

C
C Corresocndina core ournuo v31ues
C

data ((ou(m~n).nI=1,41.M=1.3)/

C
C FLil and fission Qas, woleculat', wz.l qht values
C

data (w(n)n=,3)/4,003.±3±3,3.aO,0
C
C Fuei inteqral kaT vs temoerature curve fit constents
C

I4 16 41 Oq12*9620,: 115*(-373 90 tJ' 0.,. 016'10*12*96239
iOS.3G3 o.O.O,0.0,2.O556,'2.E077.i77,L7689276.25, c.3/
data ((spi (m~n)9n=1,.5)9m=496)/
* 9768.28.q7L4 49228.9538,478.29,.G Q I423.~~
*292.838O .738. 20,4.Q.'4.6'56, 35.e4649363.649?. 2#06F.29 ,S.3/
data ((so I(inn) ,n=1.5)*m=n7,9)1

*-9.7949,e'2.C07,421.6521461,2E,5*3,-5C250j,.7.37499436.2799,
i 895,.'.4,7.0,-5.0250,.m7.374q.436a2799q.Z895i1,.7. /

C
c Fast flux (IOE+18 n/rm**2/sI an-c corresconiinQ core EFPO values
C

* 1.22294. 336, .933b94.9 3 79q , 26 1 ,2 *.55-,
*2.*5519 2.*534, 2.*352?,2.* 3O0?9-,D.3 C C"*,o3 2 4/

C
c Fast f lux conversion factor ("A. eV t o ..Z4&eV
C

cata ffcon/C.r-43/
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Corresocnoinq burnuo values for Zirc case

data ((bu(m,n),n=1,6),m=,6)/
* o.02o.0 0. 9 0,.0 10. .O,.10,i2.14 ,.0, .O,

18.0, 0.0,2G. , 2.0,2 4. 0,26. o 0* . 0,30. 0/

FQN values for :irc case

data ((b la(mr.) ,n=1.6), m=7,9)/

* 1.496,1.74,1.452,1.0 ,v.375,6ei.0'5/

F-rdial (relative oower) values for Zirc casa

data ((t la(m,r) ,n=1.6, ,m=i0,12)/

6*ole 4frction O13 8.ta for Zirc case21

Pole fraction data for Zirc case

data ((fMz(mrn) ,n= , 3),m=,1.7)/
i.O,0.0, C.0,1.,G .0,C.2, C.9g7,G

0.987,0 .0 11,1 0.0,0.967 .0 .029,20
0.932,0 060,3 0.0, 0.8 0,0.G97,40

.25,60 .95/

.002,2.0,
.0,
.0/

ernd

LHGR calculation

subroutine acond(m
common/turnuo/bu (6
if (mat.eo.2)qcto I
la=1
iz=3
]Z=4

avq=18.* 134
goto 200

100 la=4
Lz=6

zr=3

oavq=i9.75
200 co 300 i=Ia,iz

do 300 ]=1,z
300 if (b. I t.bu(i, i)) qo
400 ti=bu(i, I )-bu(i, t-

y0=bla (i+m, -1)
yi=bla(i+m, )
tq=b-bu(1,-1)
y= vi-Y v0 ) *ba/bi+v 0
c=V*q v q
return
end

at ,b, )
,6),bl (12,6),btot(2,24)
00

to 43G00
1)

Local and averace assembtv burnto c3lculations
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SUbroutine burm(jskcjo~m31'b~bIta)
cc mmon/b urn uo/bu (6*6),9b1(12. v vl--t at( Z,4)
it(mnt~ec*2)qco 100
ia= 0
Ic=3

la1l
1z=9
qoto 20

1c=5

200 iftiLvio*a.:)qoto 350
do 300. i=192
bad=l.
1=0
Co 300 I=Ia I z
1~kc+()-1a)/I C

iq=i+ia
Iadbad4cra1(jqvh,1,bu($k,1+-j)I

300 continue
350 t1I00

tao=GOe

I f =Is+2

do 430 I=ist.f
do 400 k= 2, kf
if (o. I?.u( I ,i)qoto 530
tlobtot (i, a)
taobtot (2, a)

400 Ia~l a~l

iqaia+2

bl =bI o+gra ( iql,1Ip1I,9)
babao+qral (isv, lqb)
return
end

C
C
C Inteqrat ion rcutine f or subroutrine tburn
C

function qral(ib.IIvb)
con'mon/burnuo/bu (646) ob I -(A'Z 9.0p) tot 2( 22 4)
tibu(R. I 1)-bu(k,I)
tqb-bu (k, I )

vObla(ill,1

qra I= (y,!.-yO )*t *2/bK/2e~+vO 4 b'.
return
end
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C Cold fuel raaius calculation for local ouru;o

subroutine rfue c(r,1n C.rf ,rfd)
If (b. le .O.2)qcto 1 0
if (b.le.2.C)qcto 2-:0
if(b.le.'0.)qctc 300
If(b.le.E0.)acto 400
if (b. le.30. ) cto 5ut
c=-0 ~*it.1 (b-3 0.) +93, T
Coto 600

100 C=(96.5-dn )*c/.4+dnJ
coto 60O

200 d= ( 96.5-n0) (t- 0 .2) / .3.6+48.25+

qoto 60C
300 c=96.5

qoto 600
400 cd=-o.48* (b-.)+96.5

coto 600
500 c=-0. 14r* (b-23.)+95.32
600 rf=r ((n0/d) (./3. ))

return
end

Fill ano fission aas mole fraction c-lculaticns

subroutine gas(mat,blbaQf)
commcn/fisqas/wt(3),cd(3),fm(3),fr
commcn/zqas/f mz (7,3)
ift(mat.eo.2)qoto 700

t=ba/(2 825e-2)
if(t le.19C.)qoto IC,
if(t.le.309.)qoto 200

if(t le.450.)qoto 303
If(tole.748.) qoto 400
if (t. le.1300.)qoto 50C
fr=O .15
qoto 600

100 fr= (U.e-4)*t
qoto 600

200 fr=(7.89e-4) *t- 0. 13,. 08
qoto 600

300 fr=(2.6241e-4)*t+3.19qi5e-2
qoto 60G

400 fr = (8.3 8 .3e-5 ) T+0.1125
qoto 600

500 fr=- ( 4.529ge-5 ) *t+0.20389
600 fqas=(!.537e+ZO)*t

Qxe=fqas*fr~* .283
qkr=fgas* fr4 .0316
qhe= (6. 2 98e+1) * qf
xtot=qhe+cxe+qkr
fmf) =qtCe/xtot
fm (2)=qxe/xtot
fm(3)=qhr/xtot
return

700 co 800 k=!,7
800 if(bIIt.fmvz(k,3))qoTo 9qOC
900 ti=fMZ(k,3) -fmrz(k--,3)

bq=b I -f Wz (k-' ,3)
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ftp !1) =fmw'z (K-16 s., 4-o*

f M(2)fYM7 (R-1 *) +ba4

t M (3)~. = -1 ()fmC
qhem= (4 .4325e-6) *of
a=(1o0254e-2) 4(C.21.8 3

re turn
end

CutSi Je clIadd ina tenea v calIcu Iat ion

function temo0Cratsn)
If (mateeo2)cicto 'IOG
lf(celeo.ZI8 -, t e m.o0 27 9 e4-( 29 /48."c

If (0,6qt 4 18 0) temio8 3 '13 a+QC.1
return

100 f(.t2.) eo.4.6
i f ( q#qe .25. 0) temio03.47. C
return
end

Cladding averaqe Thern'l strain, teioerattirej -Onc mcculus

tatn(wvataqrbqra~tb)
de l=(rb-ra) /3G.
suma=Oe

suine=O
do !00 1=2,30
rad=rb- (i-1)*vel
trT! n ( mat 9 q rbqrad, t b)

sumasumr-a+coef~rad~e1 oha~tmatstr)
sumtsuw t~coe f~rzd~tr
etodemcdul (mnelptr)

1 sumesurecoef~raaenod
rt0=rb~a loha('!atetb)
rt1=ra~a lcha(wrztvta)
sst=2.*ei4 (rtC+rti.suma)/3./(rt**-ra**Z )
rt= (r a* ta+rb* tb)

eOrbecdul (iatqtb)
ei=ra~excdul (m'atvta)
em=2.'de l*(e0+ei4sum-i)/3./(rb*42-ra**Z)
return
end

Cldin temceraturq nrof i I calculation

furctior tin(ffat, cjrh ,rrpih)
if(matoea.2)qcto 900C
ttb+ZE73 .15
Ckca*O 00.
rat io=rb /rr
shl=(oH/2*/34.41i~59)*. loq (rat io)

fm7 (k , :J - f (k-! /m
f M7 (ko -c') -f IT 7 (k-.-*,p 2) )/,hl

+0 0 03 80 ) *t a * f M(.L )



CO=9.31 7 e8 165
c2=-4. .80 3 qe-6
c3=2 *'&8 422e-q
ai~c +c*t+c t,*2ci *t*3

a3=c2/3 , c3-
a4=c3/L4o

1=O

dtemosr I/as.
100 rh =a4* a +E' t-r*2+ 4atfo* +a4 ,t.O *

f unrts- st) I
if ( fun)2dC0.i83i23('0

if().eO.I)cQOTc 400
ct Idtefft
otemoDd t ~mo+30*J
ctrdteff v
qoto !00

300 A1.
if (I .ea.1)cotc 412C
dtr~iterc
dtenwo~d t -emo-3 0.
dt IdtelrE
qoto !30

400 M=0O
500 ctnd(ct4-dtr)/2*

ffim +1

funrhs-sh I
i f ( fun ) 6 0 0 8 0 0,973nu0

600 ctl~dtmia
qoto 5U0

700 Ctr=dtmic
goto 5 30

return
900 ratio~rb/rr

shl=la/2/3*!..i159.)*aloq(ratLo)
cI=-'.0±.I~.e+5
c = .395C-e-

c3=i.485e-4
c41 *97C4 e -5
c5=4*.2C'e-6

A. ~c(c2-(c3+C4(c2~tb+c5*b*2+shi))**.5)
return
end

Claddinq therm~al eyo-Ansion calcul1ation

furctior al oha(rmat~t)

z=ts273,,15
tref=298 .15

returr.
34 i.**'2? ) 4 (7-tre f )



Ibb

100 al ca=(E.721e-6E[t-(..373e-4)
return
end

ClaadLnq modulus of elasticitv calculation

functior emedli(mat.,t
if (matoec.2)qcto IGO
emodul= (!.e3)*(183,

return
100 if (t.le.862.C)emodul=

if (t.qt. 862.0 )emoaul
return
end

+8a3* (261.t)/ .-t1)

(I. 14 8e45)-59.9* (t+ 2 7 3 ,351
(1. OC5e +5) -47.25*(t +273. 15)

Cladding Mever Pardp.ss calculation

function hardr(mat,t ,hnum)
If (mat.ec.2)Qcto LOG
yst =290 .- 0,245* ( ta-2i ,
taron=hrur* v s t/290.
return

100 z=ta4273.15
if(ta.I t.25.0)herdn=,.96z+3
if (tea.qe.25.0 .ana. t*. It.727.G)

* tardn=(6.48e+3)-23.6* z(3.29e-2) *z**2e-,*61e-5 )zJ
if ( ta.ae .727. 0)hardn=io00.0
return
end

Cladaing stress and strain calculations

subroutine ces(matrb ravnct
* srsteszeconrvecont)

sr=-(rb* ob+ra (oc+pa )/(rb+r
st=(ra'(oc+oa)-roa*ob)/(rb-ra
sz=(oa*ra*2-pberb**2)/ (rb**
if(mat.eo.23qcto 100
v=0.324+0.019(t-260.)/11.1
qoto 200

100 if(t le.397.0)v=O.333-(1.26e
if(t.qt.397.C)v=0.G24

natcbstemver,et,

a)

2 zr**2)

200 er=(-(rbLDb+ra*oa)l/(rh+r)-v ((ra#oa-rbob)/
* (rb-ra)+sz))/em

et=((ra*a-rb*ob) / (rbt-ra)-v* (szz - (rb*ob4ra*oa)/
* (rb+ra)))/em

sconr=- (ra/(rt,+ra) +v*ra/(rb-rai )/em
econt=(ra/(rb-ra)+v*ra/(rb+ra))/-em
return
end

Fuel surface temnerature cealculetion

subroutire tewP2(mat,aortta,tfc.ruf, frufoc, cO o,h.i
Commcn/fiSqas/w(3),C(3),t(3),freIl
t c on = .3 a

-4)*(t+271.15)
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Cy=dn/1 00.
if (oc.I e.C.).oacto .30
tc=ta+273.15
ck= (9.01748+( 1.62997e-2) *tc-(4 . 329a-6F) 'tc**2
+(2,18422e-14) vtc**.) (I.e- )
if (mat.ec.2)ck=:3.q5 e-3+tag.6.22e-6
If{=.*.131*dv/ (2.-ov+. ',r (1. -dv)**2)
fk=of (30824/ (432.4+t f)+(6912e-14)*(tf+273, 1
cm=2.ck*fk/(ck+ fk)
xl=exo(C.5825*aloq(fruf)-3.5i 8)
t*,con = (cm/(fruf*'1.e-61)*x *(oc/hr)**.5

IGO to=(ta+tf)/2.+73.15
c(1) = ( 3 .36 6 e - 6) t q ** . 66.
c(2 ) = (4. 288e-8) *tq**.d72
c(3)=(4 .726e-8)*tq**.923
if(f(Q) re. 0.0)qcto 150
sumb=c ( )
qoto 400

150 sumb=.
do 300 i=1,3
suma=O
Co 20 !=1,3
If(lea.1)aotc 2C0
al=(1,+((cli)/c(1))**.5)*(w(L)/w(l))) ,25)*2
a2 = ( 1 . + ( * ( 1 1/ * ( 1l))".5* ( 2 , . * . 5 )

a3=al/a2
ak=(1{)-w(l1) )(w(1)-O,: 2*wtl))) 2, :/t(wt(L)

a5=a3 (1 .+a 4) *f I)/f (I)
suma=sumz+35

200 continue
a6=c ( I) / (i.+suma)

300O sumb=sumrb+a6
400 hfq=sumb*(1.e46)/ ( fruf+cru f + qo)

deornm=(E ,2831e-3 )*rf (hcon+ f q)
tf=ta+q/denom
return
end

: Fuel .thermal and elastic strain calculations

3)

(I )C *:)

subroutine ftes(orftf,nc pqdriemt,v,ftfecf)
v = (1.-dn/1C0.)
e25=(2.23e+5)*(1.-!.92*o)
q25=(3.I4Ze+4) (1-1.f66o)
sumt=0.
sume=.
sum a= O.

Cel=prf/40.
do 100 k=1,39

r=r f-a c el I
tr=tint (c,r f r, tf ,o)
eofr=fstr(tr)
coef=3*- (-1 ) **k
sumt=suw t+coe f*r*ectr

If(tr.It.2000. ) rat=1.-( .re-w *P-(Z, e-8) *tr**2
it (trqe.20 G .)r3t=C .6- 0.35* (tr/ GOO .- 2. )
ef=rat*e25
q=ratt*q25
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sume=surre+coe f*r*ef
100 Su nQ=sumg+coe f * r*qq

eoo=fstr (if)
ft=2.*del 1*(ec*rf +sut) /3/rf *42
if(tf-o t.200 .)rat='.-(,6e-4) t f- (2.e-8)t, f **if (tf .9e.2000 .) rat=0.3 6-J ,3F (tf/1000 .• 2o)

emf=2.*oel (rat*e25+.;ume)/3./rf4*2
f=Z.*de 1 (rat qZ5+suma //rf *

v=(emf/Q f/2.- .)
fe=-q (-Z-w*v)/emf
cf=-(*v )/em o
return
end

C
C
C Fuel thermal strain relation
C

functilor fstr(t)
fStr=( .:4e-.3) t* *3(2.581e-)t**Z+(7.137)4-5)t

* -1.7929e-4
return
end

Fuel tercerature calculation

functior tint(orfr,tfo)
common/soline/spit (9,)
Cf=1:L3C* (L.*-o)/ (b.+o+10 *o**,2)
fint2=3.e24*aloqa*+tf/4!2.4)+

S(.~3e- t14) * (t 1+273.) *4- (8.4985j-5)
fintr=o *(1- (r/r f )2 12 5 6)/.,56637/o f+f intZ
w,=fintr+1.
a=sol (m,5)
temor=sci(tm,)*(fintr-a)al3+sol(m,2)*(fintr-a)**2+
* sol(m,3) *(fintr-a) +sn (m,4)
tint=temor
return
end

Fast flux and fluence calculaticns

subroutine flux(mat, Jumortuf Ixtnfl
commcn/fuence/fIw(6,.),tfx(7),ffcf
if (] umooeQa.1)qoto 153
sumf=0.
tfx ()=.3,
do 100 1=i1,6
a= (fx i , )+fx(i,))/2.
b=fxw(i,4l)-fx( ,3)
c=ab f fcf* (8.64e+22)
sumf=sum f+c
tfx( + I) =surr

100 continue
150 cenom=2.825e-2

if rat.eo.2)denom=2. 40.4e-2
t=ou/oercm
if(t.le.20G.)q0to 2C.
ifCt.le.30q.otaotr 30i
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if (t . 12 . 509 . ) qoto 40lJ,
if (to I e 748 . ) qoto P-)CG
If(t I. le .A8. qoto 6C;
rr.= 6
coto 70

qota 700
300 rr =2

qoto 700
400 f,= 3

qoto 70C
500 vr4

qoto 700

600 Y= fx(M 2 fx5
700 ef x(m,2)-f x(m,: 3-

tnf tt x()+z2//
return
end

3.6rF+Z4)*tfcf
~49

6e4K'LI) *f fcf

Generalized ard como'onent creev sTrain rati celci~ation

subrovtire creec(matomodqsr*Sts~*ZPS.fxxvtavc,r'vctv)
if (mat**c,2)qcto IjO
If (mnod. ec.1.) acce 1=1.j
if (wad. ec*2) cce l=1. 0.
if (mod. ec*3) acce 1=22,0
ift(nmd.eo.4taccet=55.0
If (inca.ece5) acce 1=221.)

eqen=corst~f xx*Sq*3ccel
crxeqen*(2**sr-st-sz)/sq/29
c t x=e qe r. s t - r - -i sq/2 .
return

100 If (rcdoeo,.)acce1= %*
If(mod.ec.2)accel=4,G/(3,**o5)
if(mod~ec*3)accel=!O,/(3,**,5)
u=6od947* (4. 77e+3-.HJ016(-'. tavc+3cfl* (So ~51 /2-
arl ex( -851 5(1-sq*2./3*'*5/2697 og)14A98/ tvc+273 150)

*arlI acce t* (2. /3,.*,')
crx~aeqen*(2**sr-st-sr )/sa/2.
ctxeqier (2..*st-sr-sz)/sa/2.
return
end

Printout of conditioned values

subroutine OutjijCheck)
common/ fisqas/wit(C3) .c c3) f p( 3) tfr
cofmion/stres,/Mt*11OGnitt~occofl.0filIfnrhilk9

*bursbul ,tcvccctbcor,c -onv~tx~tflYttnfofxxettfxx.da-ys
ccffmon/stress2c_/emcvemfvvcgvfgcrif~ftrutf,
t n~hard~rC0,~r.1pr2. A.o:q a, o:-rae r oIn 9d ne P
common/s tress 3/sc, st, sr'sooe lrtelttsc ,ecr ,ct i-sf,

* sfievf ,evold~etotfacrervecretecrtranvecttran
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Scel tirmcramo.",tZ. t:, t2, Tdvcqecorroeconttcf
al=QQ SSOO

if (mat.pe*Z)qcta 130
Zalb ze
a2='IRC d

±0 gqn=-oq
Cqoc=-Dq-oc
on xdn
If ( lctecka.ea.i)Dnx~dni.w
etla fes f+,C~c f
totsfts f+elaf~evf
rf con=r f o*(1. 4o is 1)
u1lccn~r fccn-rl.

tc I =tint (oc ,r t o, 3q * t2- poor)
ci=riJ-rI.

el arel reccnr~cc
elat~veI t~econl~toc

ecr~cre'i*ect1
150 ett=tsc~etat+ect

etr~tsc4 i ar~ecr
ulrech=(tict*(r"A+rG)-ecr*(rO-r:,!))/2*
u~con=(etr~d.4!ett~d2) /2*
u2ccn=r f c~tt ist
r~conr0+u~corn
rlccn=rl+ulcor.
cqap)= (i!-r2)* (±.e*3)

v2-ef*vC

v3=tsc~vC
v4=eI ar *vC
v5=el atvO
v6=ecr~~vC
v7=ect~ vG
vSetr~vG
v9=ett~v C
V±0~Occr*.GU^0.
v1:4=u~ccn*.'joa 0.
vi2=tsf *V0
vZ'3=ela f *v
v'l4totsf~v3
vl5u2ccn*'± G4'0.
v16=evf~vC
vi 7=u Im ech*'.i0 0 0
If ( ±check~eo. 0)iite(Efi0s)
if(ichecke.en.1)write(6.,:!&,cL) iays

wri te (6, 300) ccotc~bursbul *f -e I
wri te (6,@400) fm ( ) -ef -n (2) , frn( 3) -P2.a i 29vpv
wri te(6 v5C00 tnrcrtif tf fruf f , r-o rcong r:,ricon
wrl te (E,,E00) r21r tcon ,c 3ovcJaocenednwesr*St9S7
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write(6, .l00) vi7, tO, t , i•tavc, ogocqpoc
write(5,G900) cqn,v2,.v.3
if (icheck.ea, 1)write(6 ,i CO0) v6
write(6.1100) v:4,v 5,t2 tcl

180 fcrmatt ////79(-')/79("'.")/79t(-")///lax,"* FEL/CL 0T NG JUST

*CONTACT • OATA * )

190 format(/8x, * CONWTTIONEn ROC -ATA -",f6.1." C.WF E P AFTER C
CNTACT * *")

200 format(/IGx,58 ("-")
4 ,53(""), . --

8 X a *4q
.,8x,"!"/9x,"o 'e
3,'" HOT) !"/x,"'
S!"/9x."! . Full co

300 fcrmat(9x,"! Local
*averaqe burnu, (MW
*burnuo (MW0/kqU)

*WC/kqU) !', f*13.2
*FILL ANO FISSICN GA

-!"/9x,"! Fraction
40O fcr mat (9x,"! Heliu

rcn mole fraction",
*or,P13xv I " sf1.3. 3 .
*ERAGF HOT HATEPIAL
* 9 x," S"9 3 6 x . ! ", 2 a :.

/x,".,9x,"OPERATING CON f)IrIICS" "x
/9x,"l' ulk coolant oressure (MPal".7
lium filI cressure (M 0 )",7g" " .f .
Clad-fuel contact oressure (mPa) ",f
%er ooeration" 1Zx," . .i 1,, •iv'

L qGR (k W m)' ,7x t ,f43o 2px I /9.X
O/t(qU) v", f_13.2, ix. " t 9x." Qel

",f 63.2,8x,' "/9x°"! Local/w3x FON
98X It "19v " 97( ) I/" ' "/9x
S 'ELEASE DATP",13x,"!"/tx,"
released",17 ." 1, f13.4,
o mole fracticn"914x." ",f3

.s5x,"! ",f3 f 3, x," "/9x,
x, !" 9x "!",7("-........"),"./ """pIg4  7 4

PN PER TIES",4x, "' /9x"' , 7
d"E FUEL !"/9x. ".3

)."!"/9X ,"! Youn
x,"' Pcisson rati
(9x,"'. Insidt clad

s modulks (GPa)".,3x
0 "'" f8 .3 ( "
me,/er taraness (MPa

," 6",f3

3.3,ix,

"! Core
ass wh I v
cjrnuo (M
" !", zx 4,"

o.. 7('"--- --- ") -* ., .7 )A 1,'

.3, t x. ""/ x ."' Xe
Krvotcr mole fr.cti

(09",I 0.3x "AV
t--" #.s /

,f
) !

rouqhress (ur)", 2x,"!", f 8.2,"
,"--."/x," ! "20x, "DIMENSIONS/
,"--'"/qx,"!",36x,"! ROL COLD

4"+", L ("-") ,"" !"/9xq"' Outsid
!", f8.," !"/3x,"! Inside cl

1 xv" 9 f8S4," !" f8. "" 9 "
600 fcrmat(gx,"! Outsioe fuel rad

!"/9x,"'! Clac-fuel zao (urn)"
Fuel density (7. TO)",.5x.""

----- " ,"!"/9x,"!",9x,"ELEME
w "!"/9x,"!" 7t". .. ..- ),1o64, lo to -

,lix,"", f"" 3.2,8N""/9x," T. f.3,2,Sol,
28x,."!"/9x,"! Axial stress

700 format (9x,"! Thermal strain
*Elastic strain - R () ",12x."!

-T (%)",12x."!". ft13. 4 ,8x,"!"
"5" "fi3.,8x""/qx."' Creeo
!"/9x,"! Total strain - P (

*I strain - T (.)",.2x,".!",fi
*lectlon (um)",4x,"'" f13.3,8x,

(urn) !",f13,3,8x, )
800 fcrmat(qx,"' Inside mech. def

," Outside clad temoerature
*de clad temoerature (C)".6x,"
*temoerature (C)",6x,"' ", f 13.2,
*,"!",i0x,"'FUEL STPFSS/STAIN/T

114 11"-........"),"--. 19x,"1 Raoia
,"!"/9x."' Tangential stress

900 fcrmat(9x,"! Avial stress
Thermal strair (/)",16x,"".f

)-, 4 6x."!", f
1000 fcrmat(9x,"'
1100 fcrmat(9x,"!

13.4 ex
Inc.
Total

eo I 'I
ius (mm)"1Gx," . ,f
,1Ex,"!", f8.3," '",f .o3, f . 3

NT STRESS/STRAIN/TE
-- '"/9x,.o Radial
anqential stress (Mt o A q .9O to 9

(MPa)", Ix, "!".
(%)" 12x,"! ", f_.3
13 i3.4., 8x,"!"/9x,

/9x, "! Creeo strai
strain - T (7J",.

X"2x'"! f" 3.4,8"/) "0,12x, • •459,f~ s
3.4 ,8x," . /9x," 0
"!"/9x, " Inside r

HOT/CO) +"fIf"!" ,1 (" "),"+",d, 3 p "a' a's
o30

f8.," !"fli.,

4f*3o &*-" S
3" / " 7

f" f8.: " '"/9

VALUES"2 x,""/9
! HOT/CONO !"tx,
e clat radius (mmra
ad r.d ius (mm ",

8.4,0 • ,f •
,f8.3," ! / x "

"Sx, ",7("---
RPERATURE VALUES"
stress (mPa)"
Fa)".11x, 1 , 3.

.4 d X* /9x, a"
! Elastic strain
n - M (%)",2 x,

"x, "* f'3 , 8x S

utside radia
adial deflec

Tota
I aef
Ti on

lection (urn) ",f13.3, .x,"' "/9 vt o 's' " I6 , " a I o I n s i
(C)",6x, "" f3 1.32,8 "!"/ " Insi

q f 1. 3. , Qx .""/ 9x"' Averaoe c lad
0.4 "/9x,"",7("."-- -") ,"--"/9xX 9 1 "' /9"

E?_FERATURE VALUES", .x."!"/9, "",7
Sstress (MP~"P ,x," ", f 3.d, x

( P. )", tx,"!. f 2 8 ," "
(MPa)",.x11 x." f 2. 2 ,x"*

13.4,8x."?"/9x " Elas tic cstran (

volume strain (%)". 2x,"", f .4 8,"!)
strain (.)",f6x,"'., f3.3.l•,"!/9x."S Outs

10 (4"-"

500 fcrmat
4 !"/9x."! Surface
*x,"!",7("-")

" '",36x"!", i.("**)
S)" I.o x," , f 4 .~ 4,"01

)x



*ice radia I det lection (umn) o~f 83.,014c,'!/gX, u'si' e fuel
*Tevrture (C) f~ f3. 1ix, 4, Fuel cqnt, rljr,- e ir Per
4 ature (C) x"f32 ~(-" 1I

return
end

C
c Printout for transient values
C

subroutine out2 (icasa, # ramolmrafD t st en)

coon/stressi/fot hfro a*n it* a 49cc totv c f i I )U Ik,
Sburtbul ,bc,,cc-o.bCOrs-,cfov'Xf 14,tnf, t xx tfxx, davs
cown1rnn/stressa/erctemfvvctvftcrI.fftfruff.o

ccnmcn/stress3/si-.s.ttsyvso.elr,el.,ptsc~ec~r',ectiesf,
*tsfgevfvevoldoetotfvecrersecrettecrtran, ecttrar'
common/ stre si4/oc, al, o ,oow .ocwi, c4l ow,

-2-04 S 4

IfI(mate ee.) cto 1 003

100 Lf(oelcco..eo.0.0.ooretra1o(lramc) .ed.;j.O)4oti .50

rrcaelcc/traro( irarnn)
±50 etar=(elr~econr'oc)

el at=(elI t+ecort'rc)
c-tr=(tsc~e I ar~ecrer)
et t=( tsc +e I a t ecre t)
el afest +occf
u2=rfo* f- tot f

uimech=(ecret*(rO~r1)-ecrer*(rC-riA))/2*
vl=f xx/3 *6e +2 1
v2=tfxcx (1.Oe-25)
vo= 410 a0
v3=tSC*V3
v=e I arvO
v5=el at~vO
v6=ecrer~vG
v?=ecre tvO
v8=etr~v0

viO~tsf *V0
vi1=elaf 4v0
V±2=etotfv3

v14=u1*1CO90

v15=u241COC.
v16=evf *v0
v17=vZmct%*1000o
txdayt /24o
ef pd=Occ/conv
1f(Isteo~neot2)ooto 3j-'
11I!aefe, al r o n rite(,, C ' P ~cSe
If(Celocw.ea.0.0)write (E65OU) ccri
If (del oci%*ne. C.0) writ e(6960~ rr
,write(6,700) modtaloaZ
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wri te (6,9 800)
300 write(6,900) isteo,v ,efea,v3,v3vG,vj3,t .sr

write(6,000) txday,v2.bco.v- ,v .. vi tj. t
write(6,1000) oowl,v-,.7, bur, vbv-7.vi. , vi,5.t: 2 sz
write(6,9100) ol,oc,nul ,v,vvi2,q, tcl,s.
if((Istec+1.).remramo)return
If ( Lcase.eo.O)wr ite(b 11O00)
If ( icase.qe.41)rite(6 4.2 GG)

500 fcrmat (i,77 (q-)/" fix* " TANST:NT DATA FOR CONSTAqT -OWER A
*T*%9f7*294 ( FP) *'Itx" " "! . 7 "- ) " ")

600 fcrmat(ix,77t("-")/"",i3x, "  TRANSIENT DATA FORVf.3.' (7. FP/h
*r) RAMP 3 ",13x,""/"!",77(" -"),"").

700 fcrmat(! CREEP MODEL : ",i,.Ox ,"!",7x,"STRATN (')",?x,'..ELECT
*! TEMP . STRESS '"/". CLAD MATERIAL :"t,2,2x."!".5x."CLA)-P,T/FU

EL".6x."! ( urn) (C) (t4MPa) !"/"'".26("-"), "+ ,4(" -), +",8
(4*+7(d")," " " " "/"' STEP ! FLUX EFPO ",8 x.

*"THERMAL",9, ! UC 9 TO ! SR !')
800 format('"! TIME !FIUENCF ! eU-C !",8x "ELAST IC.x"' U: !

%.. ,S -, !L ST C", so
* Ti ! ST !"/"X POWEP ! U.rects % U-R ",6 ,"-/S fLL
*7x,"! U2 ! T2 * SZ '"I"' LHGR Pc ! 'U-L ! ",9x
*,"TOTAL",10x,"'HOT GAP ! TCL ' SG !")

900 fcrmat(" ",3 8("-"),6+"), '24( -"),"+" i ("-") d"+" 7(" " s"+" • ("-" * ,

" 

'"7t6,1,6

,!"/"!"., s7," ", f7 3, " . , f .7 , ,3(f7.:4,1x), "!", 7o2," 06019
*" !",f7.2," •"

1000 fcrmat("!",3(f7.2. . , 4 f.3( , , .,f7,6 .," f ,f7.2,"
*!-)

1100 fcrmat(±x,77("-")/.x,"AII units as in orevious tstle"/Ix,"FLUX in
*iCE18 (nlm/*2 s)"i/x"FLUENCE in I0E25 (n/m*2)"///)

1200 fcrmattix,77"-")///
end

C
C
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